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Abstract 

In recent years, with the rapid development of space exploration, deep-sea discovery, nuclear 

rehabilitation and management, and robotic-assisted medical devices, there is an urgent need 

for humans to interactively control robotic systems to perform increasingly precise remote 

operations. The value of medical telerobotic applications during the recent coronavirus 

pandemic has also been demonstrated and will grow in the future. This thesis investigates novel 

approaches to the development and evaluation of a mixed reality-enhanced telerobotic platform 

for intuitive remote teleoperation applications in dangerous and difficult working conditions, 

such as contaminated sites and undersea or extreme welding scenarios. This research aims to 

remove human workers from the harmful working environments by equipping complex robotic 

systems with human intelligence and command/control via intuitive and natural human-robot-

interaction, including the implementation of MR techniques to improve the user's situational 

awareness, depth perception, and spatial cognition, which are fundamental to effective and 

efficient teleoperation.  

 

The proposed robotic mobile manipulation platform consists of a UR5 industrial manipulator, 

3D-printed parallel gripper, and customized mobile base, which is envisaged to be controlled 

by non-skilled operators who are physically separated from the robot working space through 

an MR-based vision/motion mapping approach. The platform development process involved 

CAD/CAE/CAM and rapid prototyping techniques, such as 3D printing and laser cutting. 

Robot Operating System (ROS) and Unity 3D are employed in the developing process to enable 

the embedded system to intuitively control the robotic system and ensure the implementation 

of immersive and natural human-robot interactive teleoperation.  
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This research presents an integrated motion/vision retargeting scheme based on a mixed reality 

subspace approach for intuitive and immersive telemanipulation. An imitation-based velocity-

centric motion mapping is implemented via the MR subspace to accurately track operator hand 

movements for robot motion control, and enables spatial velocity-based control of the robot 

tool center point (TCP). The proposed system allows precise manipulation of end-effector 

position and orientation to readily adjust the corresponding velocity of maneuvering. 

 

A mixed reality-based multi-view merging framework for immersive and intuitive 

telemanipulation of a complex mobile manipulator with integrated 3D/2D vision is presented. 

The proposed 3D immersive telerobotic schemes provide the users with depth perception 

through the merging of multiple 3D/2D views of the remote environment via MR subspace. 

The mobile manipulator platform can be effectively controlled by non-skilled operators who 

are physically separated from the robot working space through a velocity-based imitative 

motion mapping approach.  

 

Finally, this thesis presents an integrated mixed reality and haptic feedback scheme for intuitive 

and immersive teleoperation of robotic welding systems. By incorporating MR technology, the 

user is fully immersed in a virtual operating space augmented by real-time visual feedback 

from the robot working space. The proposed mixed reality virtual fixture integration approach 

implements hybrid haptic constraints to guide the operator’s hand movements following the 

conical guidance to effectively align the welding torch for welding and constrain the welding 

operation within a collision-free area. 
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Overall, this thesis presents a complete tele-robotic application space technology using mixed 

reality and immersive elements to effectively translate the operator into the robot’s space in an 

intuitive and natural manner. The results are thus a step forward in cost-effective and 

computationally effective human-robot interaction research and technologies. The system 

presented is readily extensible to a range of potential applications beyond the robotic tele-

welding and tele-manipulation tasks used to demonstrate, optimise, and prove the concepts. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Overview and Objectives 

With the rapid development of space exploration, deep-sea discovery, nuclear rescue, radiation 

detection, and robot-assisted medical equipment in recent years, humans urgently need 

interactive control of ‘slave’ robots to complete remote operations [1], [2]. More recently, 

medical robotic applications during the coronavirus pandemic have proven valuable [3], [4]. 

Due to the highly contagious nature of the novel coronavirus, surgeons are at high risk of 

infection when examining and sampling patients face-to-face [5]. However, oropharyngeal 

swabbing is a commonly used technique for COVID-19 sampling and diagnosis in the 

pandemic worldwide [6], [7]. Thus, one application scenario of medical telerobotic systems is 

to teleoperate robots to conduct COVID-19 swab testing and provide other healthcare services, 

such as (1) robotics-assisted telesurgery, (2) tele-examination of patients before and after 

treatment, and (3) tele-training for surgical procedures [8], [9].  

 

On the user side of biomedical telerobotic systems, surgeons can operate a Human-Robot 

Interaction (HRI) system with an MR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and control robots from 

a distance to perform surgery [10]. Additionally, healthcare workers can telemanipulate robots 

for the care of infected patients or the collection of biological samples, which greatly reduces 

the risk of infection [11]. Telerehabilitation is another application scenario, the intuitive 

interaction system enables therapy providers to provide rehabilitation services/telerobotic 
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therapy to the patients remotely in their homes or other environments [12]. The providers can 

use their natural motion to guide the patients who are physically assisted by the robotic system 

placed by them [13]. Therefore, human-robot interactive teleoperation (HRIT) technology 

remains the main means to realize remote operations in a complex and dynamic environment.  

 

Robotic teleoperation satisfies the demands of the scenarios in which human access is 

dangerous, but human intelligence is required [14]. Human-in-the-loop tele-control of robotic 

systems enables operators to remotely implement complex tasks to reduce risk without losing 

quality [15], [16]. An interactive teleoperation system consists of five main components, 

including human operator, master control loop, communication channel, slave control loop, 

and robotic agent. The operator passes commands to the slave loop via the communication 

channels [17], which also returns information on the robot’s interaction with its environment 

[18], using visual and haptic feedback [19], [20]. An effective teleoperation system not only 

enables intuitive human-robot interaction, but ensures the robot can also be operated in a way 

allowing the operator to experience the "feel" of the robot working on the remote side [21], 

gaining a "sense of presence" [22], [23]. Mixed reality (MR) technology integrates real-world 

information with computer-generated graphics, and has the potential to enhance the 

effectiveness and performance of human-robot interaction (HRI) by providing depth perception 

and enabling judgment and decision-making while operating the robot in a dynamic 

environment [24]. 

 

This thesis presents the development and evaluation of an MR-enhanced telerobotic platform 

for intuitive remote manipulation and manufacturing applications in dangerous and unpleasant 

working conditions environments such as contaminated sites or welding scenarios. This 

research aims to remove human workers from the harmful working environments by equipping 
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complex robotic systems with human intelligence and command/control via human-robot-

interaction, including the implementation of MR techniques to improve the user's situational 

awareness, depth perception, and spatial cognition, all of which are fundamental to effective 

and efficient teleoperation.  

 

The emphasis is placed on intuitive and natural human-robot interaction and control in specific 

industry scenarios with an overall goal of a generalizable system applicable more broadly. The 

robotic platform is comprised of a UR5 robotic arm and a customized parallel gripper mounted 

on a differential-drive mobile platform for mobile manipulation tasks. The design and 

implementation process of such an intuitive telerobotic platform for immersive teleoperation 

requires hardware and software development. And intuitive mobile manipulation involves 

enabling unskilled users to interact with mobile manipulator platforms to perform manipulation 

and manufacturing tasks in an intuitive and natural manner. 

 

The main challenges addressed in this thesis include: 

 Design, development and intuitive control of an inexpensive and customized mobile 

manipulation robotic platform for remote operations that take full advantage of the 

simplicity, reliability and effectiveness of the robotic architectures. 

 Developing effective methods for incorporating the multi-sensory feedback into the 

MR scenes for achieving immersive and interactive teleoperation schemes for multiple 

tasks. 

 Implementation, improvement and experimental evaluation of MR-enhanced 

telerobotic platform for intuitive remote manipulation and manufacturing applications 

in specific industry scenarios. 
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1.2 Thesis Contribution 

The main contributions of this thesis can be organized into three groups as follows: 

 

Design and development of the inexpensive robotic platform for intuitive mobile 

manipulation 

Design and control of a cost-effective robotic platform. As a fundamental component of the 

thesis, the mechatronic system design and development of a robotic mobile manipulation 

system as an intuitive human-robot interactive teleoperation platform is proposed. The robotic 

mobile manipulation platform consists of a UR5 industrial manipulator, 3D-printed parallel 

gripper, and customized mobile base. This base is envisaged to be controlled by non-skilled 

operators who are physically separated from the robot working space through an MR-based 

vision/motion mapping approach.  

 

The platform development process involved CAD/CAE/CAM and rapid prototyping 

techniques, such as 3D printing and laser cutting. The differential-drive architecture is 

employed to build the cost-effective mobile module that provides mobility to the overall robotic 

platform and enables time-efficient prototyping. The robot gripper module was designed and 

manufactured using a cost-effective 3D printer using Prusament polylactic acid (PLA). The 

designed parallel gripper module utilizes the simplicity and reliability of the slider-crank 

mechanism to ensure the manipulation of objects in unstructured environments. Software 

development using Robot Operating System (ROS) and Unity 3D in the developing process 

enables the embedded system to intuitively control the robotic system and ensures the 

implementation of immersive and natural human-robot interactive teleoperation [25].  
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Modeling of kinematic models and implementation of velocity-based control is employed. The 

kinematic-based intuitive control approach is implemented based on the kinematic modeling 

of the mobile base and arm-hand modules of the robotic system. The translation and rotation 

of the mobile module concerning the world frame are derived by using forward kinematic, as 

mobile base odometry. The mobile base controller controls the desired speed of the two motors 

used for driving and steering the servo through the inverse kinematics. The use of different 

control strategies for the movement and manipulation modules leads to increased system 

complexity. However, and in contrast, velocity-based control provides smooth motion and is a 

suitable method of guiding the robotic systems intuitively by human operators [26]. In the 

proposed platform, both the mobile and manipulation modules are manipulated by velocity-

based control in Cartesian coordinate space. The desired velocity commands given by the user 

are translated into differential joint velocity commands for the robot arm and driving and 

steering velocities for the mobile base. 

 

Development of multiple human interaction schemes using various control input devices. Four 

human interaction schemes using various control input devices are incorporated into the 

proposed teleoperated robotic platform for the intuitive control of the arm-hand subsystem, 

which enhances the usability, compatibility and applicability of the system for a wide range of 

tele-manufacturing scenarios. The four types of intuitive teleoperation schemes include 

isometric-rate interaction, isotonic-position interaction, optical tracking-based interaction, and 

haptic effect-enhanced interaction.  

 

Development and evaluation of mixed reality-enhanced natural and intuitive 

teleoperation in remote manipulation tasks 
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Mixed reality-based integrated vision and motion retargeting for intuitive spatial control for 

telemanipulation application is developed and performance evaluation is conducted for 

teleoperation efficiency and effectiveness. To achieve these goals, the 3D point cloud rendering 

architecture is deployed in the immersive interaction paradigm to form the incorporated 3D 

visualization of the remote robot working site, provide the desired depth perception of the 

workspace, and maintain the inspection of the workpieces, remote site and digital twin situated 

in the MR subspace as a whole. To analyze system performance, the isometric-rate tele-control 

paradigm through MR-based 3D motion and visualization retargeting scheme for telerobotics 

is compared to the isotonic-position 3D interaction condition and conventional 2D Baseline 

over two tabletop object manipulation experiments. 

 

Mixed reality-integrated 3D/2D vision merging for vision mapping. Mixed reality-based multi-

view merging for intuitive telemanipulation of mobile manipulator is investigated and metrics 

of operator performance are evaluated. An immersive spatially interactive MR subspace with 

multiple 3D/2D views was designed and evaluated to enable the effective remote manipulation 

of a robotic mobile manipulator. 3D point cloud display and stereo vision are employed as 3D 

visual inputs to augment the basic 2D views from the robot's wrist and external perspectives, 

respectively. Two immersive 3D/2D view merging modes are formed and compared to the 

Baseline situation in which only 2D views are displayed to the operator in MR. An experiment 

involving manipulation tasks of different difficulty levels was conducted to examine the 

potential benefits of MR-integrated 3D/2D vision merging and mapping approach for 

teleoperation. 

 

Implementation and validation of mixed reality and virtual fixture integrated 

visual/haptic interaction in tele-welding scenarios 
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To enable the welders to conduct tele-welding in the same way it is performed onsite, the goal 

is to minimize the learning required by introducing a tele-welding robot in the loop, welding 

skill extraction while performing manual welding is carried out and the operational differences 

between unskilled and professional welders analyzed. As a basis for developing the intuitive 

tele-welding paradigm, the results of welding movement analysis are used to assist unskilled 

workers with integrated visual and haptic HRI modalities via MR to improve task performance 

and system usability in tele-welding and to achieve welding results from unskilled operators 

that are comparable to those of professional welders. 

 

Mixed reality and virtual fixture enhanced tele-welding. An innovative integrated application 

of mixed reality and hybrid virtual fixtures to assist tele-welding tasks is developed. The mixed 

reality and virtual fixture integration approach implement hybrid haptic constraints to guide 

the operator’s hand movements to effectively align the welding torch for tele-welding and 

constrain the welding operation within a collision-free area. Experimental study and statistical 

analysis on the potential of using virtual fixture-based haptic interaction for accuracy 

improvement and collision avoidance in tele-welding scenarios are carried out. The impact of 

an integrated visual/haptic perception in MR on a natural, 3D motion mapping, enhanced 

immersive, and the intuitive tele-welding process is investigated. 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is presented in seven chapters. The first chapter presented here describes the 

motivation, research objectives, and contributions of this research. The following chapters are 

organized as below: 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review presents the overview of the recent research conducted in 

intuitive and immersive teleoperation and the challenges of developing the mixed reality-

enhanced telerobotic platforms for operations in hazardous/unpleasant environments, 

particularly in tele-manipulation and tele-welding scenarios. The review involves research 

carried out in the design, implementation and assessment of teleoperation systems with a 

specific focus on natural human-robot interaction and mixed reality-enhanced teleoperation. 

 

Chapter 3. Development and Intuitive Control of Telerobotic Platform for Mobile 

Manipulation Tasks presents the design and development of the proposed mobile robotic 

manipulation platform that is intuitively usable for users with different levels of operational 

proficiency and expertise, especially for unskilled users. The platform architecture, modeling 

of the modular components, control implementation and data communication are introduced. 

Mutilple command input devices and end-effectors are incorporated to ensure the system 

compatibility, applicability and generalizability. 

 

Chapter 4. Mixed Reality-Enhanced Human-Robot Interaction with Imitation-Based Mapping 

Approach for Intuitive Telemanipulation presents the design and implementation of immersive 

an MR-based interaction interface and the integrated motion/vision visualization retargeting 

scheme based on mixed reality approach for intuitive telemanipulation of robotic systems. The 

system effectiveness and performance analysis of different control-feedback methods 

including isometric-rate and isotonic-position control schemes are validated and compared, 

aiming for finding out the optimal HRI schemes for intuitive telemanipulation application. 

 

Chapter 5. Mixed Reality-Integrated 3D/2D Vision Merging for Intuitive Teleoperation of 

Mobile Manipulator presents Mixed reality-based multi-view merging for intuitive 
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telemanipulation of mobile manipulator. For telemanipulation, 2D views from robot end-

effector and external camera perspectives are essential. And the 3D point cloud and 

stereoscopic are merged into the typical 2D views to augment the visualization in the 

immersive spatial interaction process.  

 

Chapter 6. Mixed Reality Enhanced Intuitive Teleoperation with Hybrid Virtual Fixtures for 

Intelligent Robotic Welding 

An on-site manual welding experiment is conducted to identify operational differences between 

unskilled and professional welders, and the hand movements of professional welders are 

tracked and compared to those of unskilled welders. The hybrid virtual fixtures are 

incorporated into a mixed reality enhanced telerobotic system to stabilize the user's hand, 

improve welding performance, and avoid collisions between the torch and workpieces for 

welding. Finally, a tele-welding experiment is performed using the developed robotic welding 

platform to evaluate user performance and system usability. 

 

Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work presents a summary of the presented work and the 

key results. In addition, the future research directions are discussed and some recommendations 

are given in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Effective Robotic Teleoperation 

Robotic teleoperation is a technological approach allowing a human operator to perform a task 

by controlling a device or machine at a remote location. The distance can vary from the micron 

level (micro-manipulation) to the kilometer level (space applications). Human operators 

manifestly have the ability to adapt to the irregular environment and employ a variety of 

strategies to place the telerobots at a favorable condition, despite the complexity in remote sites.  

 

Teleoperation secures an enormous advantage over other robotic controlling methods. A 

teleoperation system benefits from taking advantage of both human and robotic capabilities. A 

typical teleoperation system consists of a master device and a slave device. A human operator 

manipulates the master device and issues commands to the slave device, which is manipulated 

to achieve a certain goal. A robot manipulator that follows the motion of the master arm in real-

time rather than being pre-programmed is an example. The kinematics of the slave device can 

be identical to the kinematics of the master device, or different. It can also be specifically scaled 

or even completely customized according to the task and requirements. 

 

Despite the emergence and growing application of artificial intelligence, autonomous robots 

cannot reach the same level of intuition and reasoning as humans. Practical control algorithms 

can barely be used to ensure complex interactions and kinematic aspects humans can perform 
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effortlessly in their daily lives [27]. One of the advantages of teleoperation is it empowers the 

robot to fulfill tasks in unstructured or hostile environments where situational perceptions, 

cognitive abilities, and professional experience have a predominant impact on the task 

execution [28]. Therefore, for tasks requiring a variety of human judgment and professional 

skills, it is practical and feasible to utilize teleoperation to accomplish the goals.  

 

In general, application scenarios of teleoperation could include deep-sea robotics applications, 

space exploration and operations, and de-mining operations, search and rescue in disasters, 

inspection in restricted spaces, medical robot-assisted surgery, hazardous materials treatment, 

and micro-manipulation or minimally invasive surgery, among many possibilities.  

 

More specifically, teleoperation is suitable for tasks meeting the following set of criteria: 

 Tasks to be performed in unstructured and dynamic environments, such as deep-sea 

exploration and space applications. 

 Tasks involving operations in hazardous situations where human health is severely 

harmed. For example, in the Fukushima nuclear disaster, there was a high demand for 

emergency treatment and rescue. Mining scenarios are also increasingly typical. 

 Tasks requiring dexterity, especially the coordination between hands and eyes. Medical 

surgery performed with remote robots is a typical example. 

 Tasks requiring object recognition, obstacle detection, or situational awareness, for 

example, inspection in confined spaces.  

 Tasks requiring motion scaling or force amplification, such as those found in large 

space based operations, for one example. 
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2.1.1 Categories of Robotic Teleoperation 

2.1.1.1 Collocated and Separated Teleoperation 

Based on the relative locations of the human and robot, robot teleoperation can be categorized 

into collocated and separated teleoperation. In collocated teleoperation [29], [30], the operator 

can directly observe the robot and its working environment in the same space, and a visual 

feedback system is not necessary, but augmented reality technology can be used in collocated 

teleoperation to superimpose to provide users with informative virtual content superimposed 

on the user-robot shared space [31]. Collocated robot teleoperation presents users with a robotic 

platform sharing a physical environment with the users who have a natural and clear 3D view 

of the robot’s workspace [32]. However, although humans and robots physically share the same 

space, users can often only observe from a third viewpoint alongside the robot, and cannot 

inspect the robot's environment from the robot's main viewpoint.  

 

Spatially separated teleoperation is used in a wider range of scenarios where the user and the 

robotic system are far apart, or where the user must be separated from the robot for safety 

reasons and cannot directly view the robot's movements. This type of robot teleoperation 

system typically requires visual and haptic feedback systems to show the user how the robot is 

working at a distance, allowing the operator to make timely adjustments. However, in the 

separated telemanipulation, users can typically only perceive the robot space through 2D 

camera streams and have difficulty synthesizing the 2D information collected by the robot with 

contextual knowledge of robot movements in its working space [33]. 

 

2.1.1.2 Ego-centric and eco-centric teleoperation 

Depending on the operator's perspective of observing the manipulation process, robot 

teleoperation can be divided into self-centered and eco-centered teleoperation. In ego-centric 
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robotic teleoperation, the user observes the remote manipulation process from the same 

perspective as the robot and perceives himself as one with the robot [34]. The operator controls 

the remote robot with human-level dynamics through immersive and multimodal control-

feedback schemes. Ego-centric robotic teleoperation transfers human-level manipulation and 

proficiency in telemanipulation applications and equips robotic systems with human-level 

motor skills. The user does not need to consider the mapping relationship between the robot's 

actions and the user’s input commands [35], [36].  

 

Eco-centric teleoperation usually involves inspecting the robot and its interactive environment 

from a third-person perspective while manipulating the robotic system with a broader view of 

observation (Figure 2.1) [37]. With the help of MR technology, users can still experience 

coexistence with the robot in the same virtual space, but without the immersion and intuition 

of being one with the robot. 

 

 

(a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 2.1: The immersive teleoperation of the Baxter robotic system with two human-robot 

interaction modes [37]. (a) Ego-centric teleoperation mode.  (b) Eco-centric teleoperation mode.  
 

 

2.1.1.3 Robotic mechanism-based and motion sensor-based teleoperation 

Robot teleoperation can be divided into robotic mechanism-based and motion sensor-based 
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teleoperation, according to the command input device used by the user. Teleoperation systems 

that use robots as master mechanisms usually apply robotic devices of the same or different 

structure as the remotely controlled robot as the user command input system [38]. Using the 

same robots to form the master-slave architecture for teleoperation, motion synchronization 

can be accomplished by simple joint space mapping, and the user can directly visualize the 

pose of the slave robot by observing the master robot being controlled [39]–[41]. When using 

robots of different configurations as master and slave components for teleoperation, motion 

synchronization can be achieved using joint space motion remapping or TCP motion in the 

Cartesian space, and a scaling factor can be set to match the working space ranges of the master 

and slave robots. 

 

The motion sensor-based robotic teleoperation platforms eliminate the need to introduce 

expensive and complex robot platforms as human-robot interaction command input devices. 

Commercial optical and IMU-based sensors, depth cameras, motion controllers and gloves are 

often used to capture user motion information [42]. Compared to the robotic master devices, 

motion sensor-based robotic teleoperation platforms usually have a larger space for motion 

tracking, the user's movement is not constrained by the mechanical structure, and the relatively 

lower price reduces the overall cost of the system [43], [44]. 

 

2.1.2 Intuitive and Natural Teleoperation 

In conventional telemanipulation systems, the user controls the remote robotic system with a 

joystick, gamepad, keyboard and mouse, or 3D mouse, and simultaneously receives visual 

feedback from 2D displays [45], [46]. Robot control is not intuitive and natural to the user [47], 

[48]. The mismatch between the range of user control space and the limits of input device 

workspace can increase the difficulty of telemanipulation and lead to poor operation [49], [50]. 
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Another disadvantage of typical telerobotic systems is the lack of depth perception due to 

monocular, 2D visualization of the remote site [51]–[53], limiting operator performance [54], 

[55], and any feelings of immersion and telepresence in the remote workspace [56], [57]. 

 

Intuitive human-robot interaction schemes are needed so the operator can easily guide the 

robotic system using natural motion. A conventional intuitive teleoperation platform was 

developed in [58] (Figure 2.2). The user manipulates the 7 degree-of-freedom (DOF) master 

robot to intuitively drive the slave robot at a distance as if they were directly operating the slave 

robot. This platform requires a symmetrical relationship between the input (master) and output 

mechanisms (slave). However, for 2D visualization of the telemanipulation process, the user 

lacks a sense of presence. Monitoring the interaction process with a 2D monitor on the user 

side can also distract the user from effective robot control activities. In addition, using the 

isomorphic master robot as the motion input device at the user side in telemanipulation systems 

often leads to a significant hardware investment. 

 

 

                              (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 2.2: A typical intuitive control approach for remote robotic manipulation. (a) The user 

manipulates the master robot of 7 DOF to intuitively drive the slave robot at a distance as if 

they were directly operating the slave robot. (b) The overview of the master-slave teleoperation 

architecture [58].  
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With the inevitable limitations in the field of view of remote on-site 2D cameras and the poor 

quality of the visual feedback sent back from the robot's workspace, users are often unable to 

achieve a level of situational awareness sufficient for effective and safe remote manipulation 

tasks [24]. The operator is unable to perceive the physical environment of the worksite in 3D 

due to the lack of stereoscopic depth information. Typical monocular visual feedback strategies 

greatly reduce the efficiency of remote-controlled robotic operations [59], [60]. 

 

More specifically, the lack of depth information from 2D vision causes ambiguity about the 

spatial positions of objects in static images. Operators cannot directly perceive depth in 

monoscopic vision (MV) streams and have difficulty in accurately determining the distance 

between the robot end-effector and workpieces. Thus, the user perception from 2D visual 

feedback makes it insufficient to accomplish remote tasks effectively. Hence, success and 

efficiency of teleoperated tasks mainly depends on operator skill and proficiency [61], [62]. 

 

Multi-camera arrangements can provide the relative position of objects and allow users to view 

and judge the distance from various perspectives, compensating for the limits of a single 

monocular 2D camera. However, as telerobotic systems become more complex, avoiding robot 

collisions with surrounding objects with only multiple 2D feedbacks inevitably leads to low 

robot control efficiency and increased operator workload. 

 

Different levels of depth perception in telemanipulation can improve task performance for 

various manipulation and grasping tasks [63]–[65]. Using binocular cameras can provide 

additional depth information to assist operators. Stereoscopic vision and point cloud are two 

methods of providing stereo depth information and have been applied in various telerobotic 

systems for remote vision [66]–[68]. Binocular visual feedback for robotic teleoperation has 
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been widely studied on unmanned aerial vehicles and mobile robots [69], [70]. Leveraging 

depth perception in remote robot teleoperation tasks for general object manipulation is not well-

studied on mobile manipulators. In addition, neither multi-camera nor binocular camera setups 

allow the user the flexibility to continuously change the viewing angle to observe the remote 

work without introducing additional mechanisms on the robot side [71].  

 

This section on Effective Robotic Teleoperation highlighted two important requirements for an 

effective and intuitive teleoperation platform. First, natural motion retargeting, or the use of 

natural human behavior to teleoperate robotic systems, effectively reduces training costs and 

grants human-level dynamics to telerobotic systems and is an important component of natural 

and intuitive human-robot interaction systems. Second, adequate multimodal feedbacks, 

especially visual feedback that provides depth information and situational awareness to enable 

the operator to know the dynamic situation in the robot's workspace, are also critical in 

interactive telemanipulation systems. The human operator in the control loop team must be 

aware of the relative positions of the robot end-effector and the workpieces in the workspace 

to make decisions and avoid collisions or damage to the robotic system, working area, and/or 

the environment. 

 

2.2 Mixed Reality for Human-Robot Interaction 

2.2.1 Reality–Virtuality Continuum 

Extended reality (XR) refers to all the mutual embedding and fusion of the physicals and virtual 

scenes and the human-computer interaction that happens in the generated environment [72], 

where X represents the degree of interpenetration and integration of real scenes and virtual 

content in spatial or immersive computing technologies, involving the user’s sense of presence 
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and acquisition of perception [73]. XR includes the complete spectrum from entirely realistic 

to fully virtual, including all representative forms and all possible variations of AR, VR, AV, 

MR, and other interpolations between the two reality and virtuality [74], [75]. The reality-

virtuality continuum presented by Milgram et al. [76]outlines the XR ecosystem and the 

relationship between AR/VR/AV/MR and fully real and virtual environments, which are 

schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Milgram's reality–virtuality continuum [76]. 

 

Augmented reality (AR) overlays informative virtual 3D graphics on the physical world and 

allows real-time interaction with the 3D graphics, enabling the user to reach into the augmented 

world and manipulate 3D objects directly as if they were real-world objects [77]. The advantage 

of AR is it superimposes important cues on physical objects or hovers the display in real space 

to indicate the user's potential or actual future actions, or the robot's motion planning, while 

eliminating distractions caused by typical display methods [78]. AR-HRI interfaces provide 

users with an exo-centric view of the robot and its surroundings and allows operators to 

maintain situational awareness of the robot and ensure intuitive interaction and communication 

between the human and robot using multimodal interfaces [79]. 

 

Virtual reality (VR) uses fully immersive computer-generated graphics with scenes and objects 

that appear to be real to completely replace the physical surroundings in which the user is 

located [80]. In the virtual environment, the users perceive immersion in an identical or 
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completely different scene from the physical surroundings and perceive an imaginary 

environment with muti-modalities of visual, acoustic and haptic information [81]. VR allows 

users to move around in the scene and manipulate virtual objects by using wireless controllers 

or haptic robotic structures as input sources. 

 

Mixed reality (MR) technology involves the merging of physical and imaginary spaces and 

does not occur exclusively in the physical or virtual world [82]. MR enables real-time 

visualization and interaction between physical and digital content [83] and takes full advantage 

of the visual information of real scenes and the three-dimensional immersion and interaction 

provided with virtual cues [84]. Head-mounted display (HMD) based MR can be achieved in 

two ways, either by displaying the camera captured video feedback of the real world in the 

HMD, or by allowing the user some direct visibility of the real world in the HMD [85], [86]. 

 

Augmented virtuality (AV) is a fully immersive computer-generated virtuality-dominated 

environment enhanced by sensory data from physical environments [87]. AV keeps the virtual 

environment central but superimposes the real-world elements on the virtual content [88]. AV 

is also classified as a subset of MR. The term AV is less commonly used in the literature for 

immersive telerobotic interfaces and is often generally referred to as MR.  

 

The hierarchy of reality in MR ranges from partial sensory input to infinitely close to immersive 

reality [89]. The proposed MR-enhanced intuitive and immersive teleoperation scheme falls 

into the category of partially superimposing real-world visual inputs on the computer-generated 

virtual content. 

 

2.2.2 Mixed Reality-Enhanced Teleoperation 
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2.2.2.1 Mixed Reality-enhanced Intuitive Teleoperation 

In recent years, MR technologies have been widely applied in the field of robotics, and these 

research directions can be divided into three categories by application aspects: (1) Human-

robot interaction (HRI): immersive teleoperation, intuitive telemanipulation, collaborative 

interaction, wearable robots, haptic effects and virtual devices; (2) Medical robotics: Robot-

assisted surgery (RAS), prosthetics, robot-assisted rehabilitation and training devices; (3) 

Robot motion planning and control: trajectory generation, robot programming, simulation, and 

manipulation. 

 

MR has been applied to robotic teleoperation systems to enhance user perception of the remote 

side to enable immersive robotic teleoperation (IRT) [90]–[92]. A three-dimensional virtual 

world similar to the slave side can be simulated through MR and displayed to the user on the 

master side. By implementing MR as a human-robot interaction interface (HRI), the user 

experiences a physical presence in the remote environment, and co-existence with the robotic 

platform via MR subspace, while guiding and monitoring the robotic platform at the local user 

space [93], [94]. MR-enhanced teleoperation allows direct mapping of control commands and 

the actions between the user and the robot, and has the potential performance enhancements by 

serving as an intermediary for the integration of imitation-based motion mapping and 3D 

visualization [95]. 

 

Most recent research on MR-enhanced teleoperation systems focused on collecting 

demonstrations for robotic learning, solving long time delays, the development of immersive 

manipulation, and poor virtual transparency problems [96]–[98]. However, those telerobotic 

systems do not fully exploit the potential performance enhancements provided by using MR 

subspace as an intermediary for the integration of imitation-based motion mapping and 3D 
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visualization mapping. Dennis Krupke et al. [99] developed an MR-enhanced heterogeneous 

robot telemanipulation system (Figure 2.4) that presents the real robot working space and the 

corresponding virtual scene presented to the operator in the robot telemanipulation architecture 

for immersive and intuitive remote grasping. The pose of the robot replica in MR is 

synchronized with the current pose of the physical robot via messages. The communication 

between the robot and the MR scene is maintained via the ros-bridge [100]. A virtual screen 

on the left wall augments the virtual scene by displaying an image stream from the camera 

mounted above the physical robot. However, intuitive teleoperation is only applied to the 

robotic hand instead of the arm-hand system in its entirety, limiting the workspace and overall 

application significantly.  

 

 

                                  (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 2.4: The MR-based ROS-controlled telerobotic manipulation platform for immersive 

remote grasping [99]. (a) The physical laboratory environment with a robotic arm-hand system. 

(b) MR enhanced virtual corresponding scene displayed to the user in HMD. 

 

In [96], researchers from the University of California, Berkeley built an MR-based 

teleoperation system on a PR2 robot through imitation learning. The system allows the operator 

to teleoperate robots to perform complicated tasks naturally and intuitively. In the proposed 

teleoperation system, a robot is controlled at a distance by the human operator through an MR-

based telerobotic interface with overlaid information, which is an effective approach to collect 

high-quality demonstrations for training the robot. Imitation learning techniques allow the 
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robot to imitate human behavior and acquire skills through perceiving human demonstrations 

aiming at performing specific tasks.  

 

An MR control room for dynamic vision and movement mapping between the operator and 

dual-arm robotic agent can be developed for tele-manufacturing (Figure 2.5) [23]. The 

multiple monocular sensor displays and motion mapping approach via MR outperforms 

telerobotic platforms with direct camera feeds. The control room has objects and controls 

floating in space, which allows the user to do movements relative to 3D markers to command 

the remote-controlled robot. However, the researchers did not determine if the immersive 

experience led to performance improvements compared to conventional 2D HRI platforms, so 

the impact remains unknown and unquantified. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: The MR-based Baxter’s homunculus telerobotic system for a wide range of tele-

manufacturing tasks [23].  

 

ROS Reality [91], [92]is an open-source MR-based telerobotic manipulation framework that 

has been developed at Brown University (Figure 2.6). This work enables communication and 

interaction between ROS-based robots and Unity-compatible MR systems. A total of 24 

dexterous telerobotic manipulation tasks using ROS Reality were conducted by expert users 
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compared to direct kinematic manipulation of the Baxter robot. the remote-controlled robotic 

platform targeted at expert teleoperators. However, user efficiency and system functionality 

were not verified with novice users for manufacturing-related tasks. This system can be used 

as data acquisition and validation platform for learning from demonstration (LfD) and other 

machine learning approaches to transfer human expertise and skills to robots.  

 

 

                             (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 2.6: The ROS Reality-controlled telerobotic manipulation platform. (a) The intuitive 

and immersive control of the dual-arm Baxter robot; (b) the point cloud enhanced MR scene 

displayed to the users [91], [92]. 

 

In [101], the authors developed an MR-based telemanipulation system to control a robotic arm-

hand system. The MR scene is augmented by real-time data from the robot task space, to 

enhance the operator's visual perception. The system incorporates a new interactive agent to 

control the robot and reduce the operator's workload. Two control algorithms are introduced to 

the MR-based teleoperation system to improve the long-distance and fine motions of the robot. 

Telemainpualtion experiments using a UR 10 robot arm and Robotiq-85 gripper demonstrate 

the feasibility of the proposed telerobotic paradigm.  

 

 

2.2.2.2 Mixed Reality-based Vision Mapping and Merging  
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MR scenes feature immersive integration of multiple 3D/2D visual display modes to the users. 

At present, various teleoperation platforms have focused on MR-enhanced robot control [85]. 

It is not yet known whether using stereoscopic vision and point cloud within an MR 

environment can enhance users' stereoscopic perception and task performance in separated 

telerobotic operations. In [23], an MR control room for dynamic vision and movement mapping 

between the operator and dual-arm robot is introduced. The multiple monocular sensor displays 

and motion mapping approach via MR outperforms telerobotic platforms with direct camera 

feeds. The control room has objects and controls floating in space, which allows the user to do 

movements relative to 3D markers to command the remote-controlled robot. However, they 

did not determine if the immersive experience led to performance improvements.  

 

In [51], the authors presented an MR teleoperation interface for mobile manipulation tasks with 

visual inputs from a monoscopic and stereoscopic camera setup for remote mobile 

manipulation tasks in hazardous production environments. This system is equipped with two 

monocular cameras and a stereoscopic camera at the robot's working site. Users acquire multi-

view 2D images and stereo vision with depth cues in a Unity-generated MR control room. 

However, the intuitive control of the robotic platform as a whole was not assessed or presented. 

In addition, no comparative tests with typical telemanipulation systems were performed to 

verify the performance and efficiency of the proposed system. To reduce the training time for 

teleoperation, a multi-view merging method via MR was designed (Figure 2.7) in [102], and 

the platform provides users with intuitive control of the robot’s motion by using commercial 

VR controllers. 
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Figure 2.7: The MR-based multiple views merging approach for robotic telemanipulation 

[102]. (a) The user controls the robot's motion by using commercial VR devices. (b) The real 

robot working environment. (c) The MR-based view merging scene. (d-f) The three different 

vision merging setups.  

 

Yiming Luo et al. [103] explored the use of stereoscopic view in an immersive manner for 

mobile robot teleoperation and navigation, and the results showed the stereoscopic view and 

immersive perception via virtual reality head-mounted displays (VR-HMDs) provided the user 

with depth cues and improved user performance and system usability. However, the effect of 

stereoscopic perception on telerobotic manipulation and the depth cues provided by other 3D 

visualization resources such as point cloud was not studied.  

 

2.3 Mixed Reality-Enhanced Robotic Tele-Welding  

2.3.1 Robotic Tele-Welding  

Welding has been used extensively in the maintenance of nuclear plants, the construction of 
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underwater structures, and the repair of spacecraft in outer space [104]. In these hazardous 

situations in which human welders have no effective access, the judgment and intervention of 

the human operators is still required [105]. Customized production is also an application 

scenario for tele-welding, where welders often work in environments with dust, strong light, 

radiation, and explosion hazards [106]. Human-in-the-loop (HITL) robotic tele-welding 

strategies have become a feasible approach for bringing humans out of these dangerous, 

harmful, and unpleasant environments while performing welding operations [107]. Robotic 

tele-welding systems (RTWSs) combine the advantages of humans and robotics and coordinate 

the functions of all system components efficiently and safely [108]. For example, RTWSs can 

diminish geographical limitations for scarce welding professionals and bring a remote 

workforce into manufacturing. 

 

Welding training is a time-consuming and costly process. Intensive instruction and training are 

usually required to bring unskilled welders to an intermediate skill level [109]. It is important 

to analyze the differences between the operating skills of professional and novice welders to 

facilitate the professional welding level of unskilled welders and to further improve the 

feasibility, efficiency, and welding quality of RTWSs used by novice welders during remote 

welding operations.  

 

Thus, the expertise and skill extraction of professional welders as well as the application of 

robot assistance in on-site welding operations have become popular research topics [110]. The 

implementation of interactive robots can stabilize the hand movements of novice welders for 

improved welding quality, but robot-assisted welding has not been studied in teleoperated 

welding scenarios. Welding motion capture systems were used in [111] and [112] to 

differentiate between professional and unskilled welders in terms of operational behavior in 
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the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process, providing an experimental basis for the 

development of robot-assisted tele-welding schemes. The experiments in [113] revealed the 

differences between professional and unskilled welders in the trajectory of the GTAW hand 

movements and indicated the main cause of the unsatisfactory welding results is novice welders 

make abrupt movements in the direction perpendicular to the weld surface. However, the 

operational difference in gas metal arc welding (GMAW) between professional and novice 

users was not well examined [114]. 

 

2.3.2 Mixed Reality-Enhanced Robot-Assisted Welding 

Recent research on human-centered robotic welding has focused on the development of MR-

based robot-assisted welding training platforms, intuitive programming for telerobotic welding, 

interactive telerobotic welding design, and MR-enhanced tele-welding paradigms. A VR-based 

haptic-guided welder training system was introduced in [115]. This system provides guidance 

force to welders, simulating a human welding trainer. Both novice and skilled welders can use 

this platform to improve their welding skills in a virtual environment. However, this system 

does not integrate real welding scenarios into the virtual environment to allow welders to adjust 

their movements in real-time according to the welding pool status, nor does it transfer human 

movements to the robot for actual tele-welding operations.  

 

Olaf Ciszak et al. [116] proposed a vision-guided approach for programming automated 

welding robot paths in 2D, where the programmer draws the target weld pattern in the user 

presentation space, a low-cost camera in the system captures the image, and an algorithm 

detects and processes the geometry (contour lines) drawn by the human. This intuitive remote 

programming system for welding is limited by programming the contour lines in two-

dimensional planes only and does not have the real-time capability of a telerobotic welding 
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system. In [117], the authors analyzed the integration of advanced technologies, such as MR, 

robot vision, intuitive and immersive teleoperation, and artificial intelligence (AI) to build an 

interactive telerobotic welding system. This paradigm enables efficient human-centered 

collaboration between remote welding platforms and operators through multi-channel 

communication.  

 

A teleoperated wall-climbing robotic welding system was developed to demonstrate the 

application of various technologies in an innovative robotic interaction system to best achieve 

natural human-robot interaction. However, the mobile wall-climbing welding robot presented 

in this system has a simple structure and does not have a flexible robot manipulator to mimic 

welders’ human-level manipulation and make dexterous welding adjustments. Natural human 

movement signals were not used to improve the system intuitiveness and control the robot for 

tele-welding tasks. 

 

More recent research attention focused on MR-enhanced tele-welding paradigms [118]. It was 

verified in [119] that there were no statistically significant differences in the total welding 

scores between participants in the physical welding group and the MR-based welding groups. 

The MR welding user interface gives operators the ability to perform welding at a distance 

while maintaining a level of manipulation [120]. An optical tracking-based telerobotic welding 

system was introduced in [121]. The Leap Motion sensor captures the trajectory of a virtual 

welding gun held by a human welder in userspace to control the remote welding robot for the 

welding task. However, this welding system requires the use of a physical replica of the 

welding workpiece in the userspace to superimpose a real-time weld pool state and guide the 

welders to adjust their hand movements to the shape of the workpiece [122]. Thus, this MR 

welding system is not suitable for a wide range of workpieces.  
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Yukang Liu et al. [123] developed a projection-based MR telerobotic welding system for 

transferring welder skills and human-level dynamics to the welding robot (Figure 2.8). Human 

welders interact with the welding robot by moving a tracked virtual welding torch in 3D space. 

A UR 5 industrial manipulator equipped with vision sensors is operated remotely to undertake 

the welding task. The weld pool stream from the welding site is transmitted back to the user 

and projected on a mock-up of the workpiece. The human welder can monitor the work process 

and adjust the movements according to the projected weld pool status from the worksite. 

However, the operator does not have sufficient visual feedback to check the status of the robot 

during operation.  

 

 

                                                     (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 2.8: The projection-based MR remotely-controlled robotic welding system for 

transferring welder skills and human-level dynamics to the welding robot [123]. (a) Overview 

of the welding station and virtual station. (b) The replica of a welding torch used in the MR 

welding station.  

 

Wang et al. [124] developed an MR-based human-robot collaborative welding system (Figure 

2.9). The collaborative tele-welding platform combines the strengths of humans and robots to 

perform weaving gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) tasks. The welder can monitor the welding 

process through an MR display without the need to be physically present. Welding experiments 

indicated collaborative tele-welding has better welding results compared to welding performed 
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by humans or robots independently.  

 

MR-based robot-assisted remote welding platforms were developed in [125] to provide the 

welders with more natural and immersive human-robot interaction (HRI). However, in these 

systems, the users rely on visual feedback for movement control and have no haptic effects to 

completely prevent accidental collisions between the robot and the workpiece when the 

operator controls the robot for welding from a distance. Hence, they are still limited.  

 

A visual and haptic robot programming system based on MR and force feedback was developed 

in [126]. However, the system was not suitable for real-time remote welding operations and 

was inefficient in unstructured and dynamic welding situations. Haptic feedback provides the 

welders with additional scene modality and increases the sense of presence in the remote 

environment, thereby improving the ability to perform complex tasks [127]. In contrast, it can 

be difficult to implement effectively. 
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Figure 2.9: The overview of MR-based telerobotic system for remote welding tasks. (a) System 

configuration of MR-based human-robot collaborative welding platform. (b) The telerobotic 

welding site. (c) The MR scene displayed to the operator is augmented by a real-time on-site 

welding stream [124]. 

 

The primary benefit of incorporating haptic effects is to enhance the tele-welding task 

performance and operator’s perception. These existing remote robotic welding systems do not 

take sufficient advantage of the potential performance improvements that various forms of 

haptic effects can bring to the user. The rapid development of MR-enhanced teleoperation has 

led to the integration of MR and virtual fixtures to improve task performance and user 

perception. The integration of MR and VF in RTWSs can effectively address the defects and 

problems that exist in the above telerobotic welding systems. The immersive and interactive 

MR environment allows for the effective generation of virtual workpieces in the user space and 

can be combined with VF technology to provide force feedback and guidance to users, thereby 

improving the accuracy of robot movements and effectively preventing accidental collisions 

[128], [129]. 
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The main weakness of the published studies on tele-welding is existing remote-controlled 

robotic welding systems do not adequately incorporate MR technology and virtual fixtures to 

effectively eliminate potentially harmful collisions in the tele-welding process and grant 

welding robots human-level dynamics for dexterous GMAW welding tasks. No attempt has 

been made to reduce operational complexity to assist inexperienced welders to perform 

welding quickly and address the time-consuming training and shortage of a qualified workforce.  

This thesis addresses the limitations summarised in this literature review. 
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Chapter 3  

Development and Intuitive Control of 

Teleoperation Platform for Mobile 

Manipulation Tasks 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter describes the mechatronic development of a mobile manipulator robotic platform 

and the implementation of intuitive human-robot interaction for intelligent remote 

manufacturing. The robotic system is built from a UR5 robotic arm and a customized parallel 

gripper mounted on a differential-drive mobile platform for mobile manipulation tasks. The 

goal of intuitive telemanipulation is to enable the human-in-the-loop interaction in the 

execution of complex manipulation tasks in unstructured and dynamic environments, in 

which cooperation with humans is required. To achieve this goal, the open-source robot control 

middleware ROS has been employed as a framework to develop robotics software for each 

robotic module of the platform and to implement intuitive human-in-the-loop robot control. 

And an innovative integrated application of multiple human interaction schemes using various 

control input devices has been implemented. The system is designed to be compatible with a 

wide range of commercial intuitive control devices and to perform a variety of tele-

manufacturing tasks. Currently, there is no complete set of ROS-based frameworks for the 
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intuitive interaction with such mobile manipulation robotic platforms. Therefore, one of the 

goals of this chapter is to fill this gap. The proposed robotic platform solution is characterized 

by cost-effectiveness, extensibility and generality. 

 

3.2 Mechanical Design and Kinematic Modeling  

3.2.1 Robotic System Overview 

 

For the system design of the robot platform, the goal was to prototype an inexpensive and 

effective mobile manipulation robotic platform for intuitive remote human-robot interaction 

that takes full advantage of the simplicity, reliability and effectiveness of the robotic 

architectures. The developed platform consists of three modular components: a differential-

drive mobile platform, a UR5 robotic arm and a 3D printed parallel gripper. Figure 3.1 shows 

the overview of the mobile manipulation robotic platform.  

 

Figure 3.1: The robotic platform and the main components. 
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The development and integration of the three modular components, especially the mobile base 

and low-cost parallel gripper, were the most important part of the design, as they were not 

commercially available. The system design process includes mathematical modeling of the 

modular components, design and manufacturing of customized parts, selection of off-the-shelf 

parts, and final assembly of the robot platform. 3D printing and laser cutting are the main means 

of rapid prototyping for customized part manufacturing. 

 

For the application of intuitive control of the robotic platform, different interaction strategies 

with various control input devices have been implemented. The UR5 manipulator and robot 

hand were integrated as an arm-hand system and considered as a whole during the control 

design and implementation process. 

 

3.2.2 Robot Drive Development 

3.2.2.1 Mobile Module Architeture 

 

The differential-drive system is one of the simple and cost-effective solutions for the mobile 

robotic mechanism and is often employed as a mobile architecture to compose complex robotic 

systems. The differential-drive robot developed in this work consists of two motorized wheels 

and four non-driven caster wheels. The two driving wheels are mounted on a common plane 

and rotate around the same axis and are controlled by two independent actuators. The four 

symmetrically mounted non-driven casters ensure the stability and weight distribution of the 

robot. Figure 3.2 shows the proposed differential mobile base providing mobility to the overall 

robotic manipulation system.  
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Figure 3.2: The two-wheeled drive base with independent actuators for each wheel. 

 

3.2.2.2 Structural Analysis of Mobile Module 

 

The differential-drive mobile robot architecture is selected as a mobile base for the proposed 

intuitive telerobotic platform because of its structural simplicity, high maneuverability and 

reliability of operation. The motion of the two-wheeled drive base is provided by 2 active joints 

and 4 passive joints, with the active joints driven by 2 servo motors for both steering and 

driving. Table 3.1 shows the requirements for the joint torque validation of the whole robotic 

manipulation platform. The required total drive torque was calculated as 4 � ∙ � through the 

equations in [130]: 
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Table 3.1: Robot parameter for joint torque validation. 

 

Parameter Value 

Weight 15 �� 

Payload 30 �� 

Maximum incline 5° 

Maximum Speed 0.5 �/� 

Maximum acceleration 0.25 �/�� 

Driving Wheel Diameter 0.165 � 

Servo motor speed 77 	
� 

 

The total torque applied to drive the whole robotic platform can be written as: 

 

���� = �� �2 �3.1� 

 

���� = �� − �� = �� �3.2� 

 

���� = ��� + �sin "��2 �3.3� 

 

The torque applied by each motor is written: 

 

��#$ &��$  
= ��� + gsin "��2( �3.4� 
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where ����  is the torque applied to drive the whole robotic platform, ��  is the driving force 

provided by the motors, � is the diameter of the driving wheel. ����  denotes the resultant 

force that moves the robot, �� is the force pulling the robot and " is the maximum incline to 

climb. � is the mass of the whole robotic system, � is the acceleration of the robot system and 

� is the acceleration of gravity. ( denotes the number of motors and in this case ( = 2 . The 

required driving torque for each motor ��#$ &��$  
 is 2 � ∙ �.  

 

The maximum speed of the two-wheeled drive system is 0.67 �/� as found by calculating: 

 

*&�+ = ,� ∙ 	
�60 �3.5� 

 

3.2.2.3 Mobile Module Kinematic Model 

 

The developed drive robot consists of two independently driven wheels and four non-driven 

wheels. The mobile base can be steered in place, driven in a straight line, or moved along a 

circular path around the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR). The kinematic formulation of 

the two-wheeled mobile module governs how the human operator's control inputs are mapped 

to the robot's wheel speeds and is essential to the follow-up development of the intuitive control 

system.  

 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the two motorized wheels and four low-friction casters rotate around 

the same axis. The reference point �0, 2� represents the midpoint of the common axis of the 

driving wheels, and 3 denotes the robot heading direction representing the orientation of the 

robot about the axis 4, and 3 is defined by the angle of the longitudinal axis 2$�5�  with 
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respect to the ground axis 06 . "7  and "8  are the angular speeds of the two independent 

motorized wheels. A positive angular speed of each wheel corresponds to forward motion at 

that wheel. The width between the two motorized wheels is denoted as 9, : denotes the radius 

of rotation for independently motorized wheels, and the rolling speed of the mobile module 

motors is ;& = <=> =� ?@, with => and =� the respective rotating speed of the left and right 

wheels.  

   

Figure 3.3: Kinematic representation of the non-holonomic mobile module consisting of two 

motorized wheels (shaded gray) and four caster wheels on a Cartesian coordinate system. 

 

The control vector fields matrix A�B� is employed to define the mobile module kinematic 

model, and C>�B� and C��B� are the velocity vector functions with respect to the robot posture 

B = �0, 2, 3, "7, "8�. The robot motion representation BD  is expressed [131]:  

 

BD = A�B�*& = C>�B�=> + C��B�=� �3.6� 

 

The kinematic configurations of the mobile base can be written in the matrix form: 
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BD =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

0D2D3D"D7"D8⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤ =

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡: cos 32 : cos 32: sin 32 : sin 32− :9 :91 00 1 ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

M=&=&N �3.7� 

 

For simplicity and intuitiveness, the user directly inputs the linear and rotational speed of the 

mobile base to manipulate the robot movement and does not need to be concerned about the 

rotation of the wheels. The last two rows of Equation (3.7) can be dropped and the simplified 

kinematic equation for intuitive control is defined [132], [133]: 

 

BD = P0D2D3D Q = Rcos 3 0sin 3 00 1S MT&U&N �3.8� 

 

where vector *& = <T& U&  ?@is the control inputs transmitted from the human operator to the 

mobile robot, with T& the robot's driving speed and U& the steering speed. The translational 

and rotational input commands to the robot are subject to the interval<−T&,&�+, T&,&�+? 
andl<−U&,&�+ , U&,&�+?. 
 

3.2.3 Arm-Hand Module Design 

3.2.3.1 Gripper Mechanism Design 

 

The parallel gripper assembly that includes all the inexpensive actuating mechanism parts is 

designed for additive manufacturing (AM) with engineering plastic material. Figure 3.4 shows 

the 3D printed parts and main electronics and sensory components of the low-cost parallel 
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robotic gripper. The Prusament polylactide (PLA) was used to manufacture the parts and Table 

3.2 shows the main mechanical properties of PLA. The two fingers are connected to the servo 

motor through a slider-crank mechanism and driven to interact with objects. The UR5 

manipulator is employed to hold the base of the gripper providing arm-level dynamics. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: The 3D printed parts and main electronics and sensory components of the low-

cost parallel robotic gripper.  

 

 

Table 3.2: Mechanical properties of Prusament PLA [134]. 

 

Property / Print direction Horizontal Vertical X,Y Vertical Z 

Tensile Modulus [W
�] 2.2 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 

Tensile Yield Strength [�
�] 50.8 ± 2.4 59.3 ± 1.9 37.6 ± 4.0 

Elongation at Yield Point [%] 2.9 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.3 

Impact Strength Charpy [�Y/��] 12.7 ± 0.7 13.7 ± 0.7 5.0 ± 1.4 
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3.2.3.2 Gripper Kinematic Model 

 

The position of a single finger with respect to the motor angle can be expressed: 

 

0 = Z> cos [ + \Z�� − Z>� sin� [ �3.9� 

 

where 0 is the distance between the connecting point of the slider and the motor shaft, α is the 

rotating angle of the servo motor measured from the gripper's maximum opening position. Z> 

is the length of link 1 and  Z� is the length of link 2, as shown in Figure 3.5 (c).  

 

The stroke length of the parallel gripper � is calculated: 

 

     � = 2Z> cos [ + 2\Z�� − Z>� sin� [ �3.10� 

 

The finger velocity 0^  with respect to motor angle [ is expressed: 
 

0′ = ⎝
⎛− Z1sin [ − Z12 sin [ cos [

\Z22 − Z12 sin2 [⎠
⎞ �[�d  �3.11� 

 

The force � exerted by the holding fingers is expressed [135]: 

 

� = 2�e = �fZ> sin�[ + g� �3.12� 
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where �f is the torque on the servo motor shaft and � is the gripping force exerted by each 

gripper jaw. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: The overall gripper structure and parallel mechanism design. (a) The two fingers 

of the gripper are mounted on linear slider 1 and slider 2, which are driven by a servo motor. 

(b) The corresponding view of the slider-crank mechanism with fingers removed. (c) Diagram 

showing the geometric layout of the slider pin, link pin and motor shaft. The length of the crank 

is Z>, the length of the link connecting the finger and crank is Z�, the motor angle is [ and the 

slider angle is g. (d) Sketch of the in-line slider-crank linkage of the parallel gripper. 

 

3.2.3.3 Arm-Hand Module Overview 

The arm-hand module consists of the ur5 manipulator and parallel gripper which are integrated 

as a system in terms of modeling and control design. Figure 3.6 shows the UR5 manipulator 

at its zero position h = <0,0,0,0,0,0?@. UR5 robot is a 6-DOF robotic manipulator developed 

by the Universal Robots Company based in Odense, Denmark. The UR5 manipulator is widely 

used in teaching, research and industrial production for its reliability, repeatability, safety, ease 

of use and performance. As shown in Table 3.3, the UR5 robot weighs only 18.4 ��, but has 
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a payload of 5 ��. Each joint of the arm can rotate 360° and the last three joints of it move with 

non-coincident axes at the wrist. All the six joints contribute to the transformational and 

rotational movements of its tool-center point (TCP).  

 

 

Figure 3.6: The UR5 manipulator at its zero position h = <0,0,0,0,0,0?@ with the join axes 

indicated [131].  
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Table 3.3: Mechanical properties of UR5 robot [136]. 

 

System Parameter UR5 

DOF 6 

Payload 5 �� 

Repeatability ± 0.1 �� 

Weight with cable 18.4 �� 

Joint ranges ± 360° 

Reach 0.85 � 

 

The UR5 robot has the following advantages: easy programming, the operator can program the 

robot through a graphical interface, no professional programmer is needed; the compact and 

lightweight structure of the UR5 robot make it flexible in tight workspaces or production sites; 

the modular design allows for quick repairs in case of malfunction, reducing production line 

downtime and increasing productivity; The overall dimensions of the UR5 are close to those 

of a human arm, which facilitates natural human-robot interaction/cooperation and intuitive 

control using human movement. Its small footprint makes it ideal to be mounted directly on 

mobile platforms for mobile manipulation applications [137]. 

 

 

3.2.3.4 Arm-Hand Module Kinematic Model 

The Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) representation approach is used for kinematic modeling of the 

robotic arm-hand system. Frames are affixed to links of the UR5 manipulator to describe the 

kinematic parameters between two neighboring coordinate systems, as shown in Figure 3.7. 

The Definition of D-H parameters in terms of the link frames is shown in Table 3.4. Only the 

four kinematic parameters are needed to determine the homogeneous transformation matrix.  
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Figure 3.7: The schematic of the UR5 manipulator at position h = M0, − i� , 0, − i� , 0,0N@
and 

the frame assignment of each joint indicated by the right-hand rule.   

 

 

Table 3.4: Definition of transformation parameters in terms of the link frames. 

DH-parameters Description 

�j distance between kj to kjl> measured along axis mj [j angle between kj to kjl> measured around axis mj  �j distance between mjn> to mj measured along axis Zi 

"j angle between mjn> to mj measured around axis Zi 
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The general the homogeneous transformation matrix �jjn>  of UR5-based arm-hand system 

according to the determined D-H parameters can be expressed [138]: 

 

�jjn> = o Cp� "j − �q( "j 0 �jn>�q( "j Cp��[jn>� Cp� "j Cp��[jn>� − �q(�[jn>� − �q(�[jn>��j�q( "j �q(�[jn>� Cp� "j �q(�[jn>� Cp��[jn>� Cp��[jn>��j0 0 0 1 r �3.13� 

 

The D-H parameters of the specified joints and frames of the arm-hand system are listed in 

Table 3.5. 

 

Table 3.5: The D-H parameters of the UR5-based arm-hand architecture. 

q [jn>�rad� �jn> �mm� �j  �mm� "j  
1 0 0 �> "> 

2 [> =  i�   0 0 "� 

3 0 �� 0 "w 

4 0 �w �x "x 

5 [x  =  i�  0 �y "y 

6 [y =  i�  0 �z "z 

 

 

The resulting homogeneous transformation matrix �z{ depicting the configuration of the robot 

gripper concerning the ur5 base frame is defined [139]: 

�z{ = �>{��>�w��xw�yx�zy = |	z{ 
z{0 1 } = P:>> :>� :>w :>x:�> :�� :�w :�x:w> :w� :ww :wx0 0 0 1 Q  �3.14� 
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3.2.3.5 Inverse Velocity Kinematics 

 

Velocity-based motion control in Cartesian space provides smooth motion and is a suitable 

method of guiding the robotic arm-hand system intuitively by human operators [26]. To convert 

a user-given velocity command into a differential joint command for the robot controller, it is 

essential to derive the instantaneous relationship between the arm-hand system joint rate vector 

"D  and the end-effector's spatial twist *$ (also referred to as Cartesian velocity), as shown in 

Figure 3.8. The Cartesian velocities of the tool center point (TCP) of the arm-hand system 

related to joint rates are expressed:  

 

*$ = ~$>�"�"D> + ⋯ + ~$�n>�"�"D�n> + ~$�"D� �3.15� 

 

where each Jacobian ~$j�"� = �T$j�"�, U$j�"�� depends explicitly on the joint values " for q =
1, … , (. Since the UR5 manipulator is a six-jointed robot, the Jacobian matrix ~$�"� ∈ ℝz×z 

governs the joint velocity vector "D ∈ ℝz×> to the spatial twist *$ is computed:  

 

*$ = ~$�"�"D = <~$>�"� ~$��"� ⋯ ~$z�"�? P"D>⋮"DzQ �3.16� 

 

The 6 × 1 spatial twist vector *$ = <T$ U$  ?  @ consists of the 3 × 1 linear velocity T$ and 3 ×
1 rotational velocity T$ . The translational and rotational input commands to the robot are 

limited to the robot speed constraints <−*$,&�+, *$,&�+? with *$,&�+ > 0.  
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Figure 3.8: Motion mapping between Cartesian space and joint space for the UR5-based 

arm-hand system. 

 

The approach for intuitively controlling the robot so its end-effector smoothly follows a user’s 

hand trajectory, ���d�, is to calculate and control the required n-vector of joint velocities "D 
directly from the relationship * = ~�"�"D , where the desired robot end-effector twist  *$ =
<T$ U$  ? @and  ~�"� ∈ ℝz×�  are expressed in the same frame, yielding: 

 

"D = ~��"� *$ �3.17� 

 

The use of the pseudo-inverse in Equation (3.17) implicitly weights the cost of each of the 6 

joint velocities identically, returns the minimal two-norm of joint velocities, and reduces the 

energy consumption of the robot [140]. 

 

At time �, the motion tracking system measures and determines the configuration of the user’s 

hand, and converts this calculated spatial velocity *� = <T� U�  ?  @ to a spatial twist command 

*$ = <T$  U$  ?  @ to the robot in the Cartesian coordinate system, employs the Inverse-Jacobian 

solver to determine the appropriate joint rate vector, "D  , according to the desired twist 
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representation of end-effector motion, *$, and derives the joint configuration sent to the UR5 

robot controller: 

 

*� = MT�U�N = ��*$ = MT$U$N =  ~$�"�"D =  |~��"�~��"�} "D �3.18� 

 

The mapping between the system incoming commands and the robotic end-effector velocities 

is defined: 

 

T= = Pm�̂��̂k�̂ Q = ��T: = R�� 0 00 �� 00 0 ��S Pm$̂�$̂k$̂ Q �3.19� 

 

where ��  is a diagonal matrix and serves as a positive scaling factor directly affecting the 

operator’s interaction resolution. T� = <m�̂��̂k�̂?@ and T$ = <m$̂�$̂ k$̂?@  are linear velocities of 

the user input commands and robot TCP velocities to the frames of the respective workspaces.  

 

Similar techniques apply to scaling the rotational motion U$ of the arm-hand system. When 

�� = � is selected as the scaling factor, the scaling elements along the diagonal are all the 

same for the 6-vector of robot TCP velocities, where � ∈ ℝz×z  is a scalar matrix. �� = � is 

chosen in the applications for precisely mimicking the user’s movement, where � ∈ ℝz×z  is 

an identity matrix. When the entries of �� are relatively small, the robot performs a large 

motion when the operator input motion is fine-scale. Conversely, when entries of �� are large, 

the operator needs to input a large movement to produce a delicate motion of the robot. A 

higher interaction resolution is desired when conducting micro-telemanipulation [141]. 
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By applying inverse-Jacobian-based kinematic techniques, real-time control of the spatial 

velocity of the TCP is achieved, instead of creating discrete path plans. Thus, a smooth 

trajectory and quality manipulation behavior can be achieved. The proposed teleoperated 

robotic system provides the operator with a more natural and intuitive scheme to interact with 

the remote robot, in comparison to conventional robotic teleoperation systems, where the robot 

is manipulated in joint space or the end-effector is driven at a certain specified velocity.  

 

3.3 Intuitive Control Implementation 

3.3.1 User Command Input Schemes 

In telemanipulation, telerobotic systems must perform a variety of tasks and be equipped with 

various end-effectors and sensors for application-specific teleoperation scenarios. In addition, 

certain command input approaches are particularly advantageous for application-specific tasks. 

In this section, multiple human interaction schemes using various control input devices are 

incorporated into the proposed teleoperated robotic platform for the intuitive control of the 

arm-hand subsystem, which enhances the usability, compatibility and applicability of the 

system for a wide range of tele-manufacturing scenarios. Subsequent sections evaluate the 

effectiveness of different input and output combinations in detail. 

 

Typical human-machine intuitive interaction approaches can be divided into isometric-rate and 

isotonic-position schemes [142]. The isometric-rate interaction constraints the user’s input 

motion through its structure and does not require the significant movement of the operator to 

control the robots. The human interaction devices under this domain have poor human-level 

proprioceptive capabilities. The benefits are they are not constrained by the workspace of input 
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devices on the user side and can reduce user fatigue due to minimal movement requirements 

[143]. 

 

The isotonic-position scheme enables operators to interact with the robot using natural 

movements/gestures and fully take advantage of human-level dynamic performance to 

command the robotic systems. The isotonic-position interaction has the benefit of utilizing the 

operator's proprioception while manipulating the robotic platform. The operator can perceive 

the motion of the robot through their body movement. However, these interaction schemes 

typically involve the incorporation of mechanically complicated and expensive command input 

mechanisms into the user-side environment. In isotonic position-based teleoperation, a scaling 

factor is usually applied between command input on the master side and the motion output on 

the slave side, and the robot can reproduce the human action accurately and mimic the user 

realistically when the scale factor is an identity matrix. The operator’s motion input can be 

scaled down to perform the high precision operation on the robot side.  

 

The master space requires a relatively large workspace compared to the isometric human-robot 

interaction mode, but this is not feasible in the case of space-constrained situations. 

Consequently, when the operational constraints of the master device are smaller than the 

workspace limits of the robot being controlled, the operator must decouple the master device 

from the slave robot using a clutching mechanism, reposition the master device to a suitable 

position/orientation and reconnect the master-slave communication to continue manipulating 

the robot system [144]. 

 

In addition, this section also presents optical tracking-based interaction and haptic interaction 

approaches. By using non-contact optical tracking-based tele-control approaches, the 
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operator’s motion is not constrained by the mechanical structure of the contact control devices 

used in typical interaction cases such as robotic systems based on mechanical master-slave 

devices. Unlike typical master-slave teleoperation structures, the optical tracking-based haptic 

interaction approaches do not require the introduction of expensive and complex mechanical 

or robotic mechanisms on the user side. And the robot moves directly based on optically tracked 

human motion information [145]. The advantage of the haptic interaction solution is that it 

provides the operator with kinesthetic haptic feedback during the human-robot remote 

interaction.  

 

3.3.2 The Isometric-Rate Intuitive Interaction 

 

The control input device used in this setup is the SpaceMouse Compact sensor manufactured 

by the German company 3Dconnexion, as shown in Figure 3.9 (a). The SpaceMouse Compact 

is a 6-DOF control input component widely used for intuitively guiding mobile robots, precise 

3D navigation in Computer-aided design (CAD), or 3D analysis and review of digital models. 

The SpaceMouse has a dimension of 77 �� ×  77 �� ×  54 �� and consists of a pressure-

sensitive controller cap and two programmable buttons. The user can manipulate the spring-

mounted controller cap to intuitively interact with robots in an isometric-rate control manner, 

and customize the two buttons for additional functionality. The SpaceMouse allows intuitive 

manipulation of the TCP motion of the robotic arm-hand system. The natural control inputs 

through the SpaceMouse are shown in Figure 3.9 (b). The mapping between the user command 

motion and the movement of the robot TCP is shown in Table 3.6.   

 

The operator can use the 3D mouse to control the robot at the remote site accordingly. The 

mouse transmits the control messages to the ubuntu computer in the user space via USB serial 
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port or 2.4 GHz wireless communication protocol, and the system generates control commands, 

which are then sent to the robot side via the Internet communication system to control the arm-

hand system to complete the telemanipulation tasks. 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.9: The SpaceMouse isometric-rate control input device used in the robotic system to 

command the robotic arm-hand subsystem. (a) The components of the SpaceMouse sensor; 

(b) description of the natural control inputs using the SpaceMouse device. 

 

Table 3.6: Command and Function mapping from SpaceMouse to the robotic arm-hand. 

No. Control Input Robot Function 

1 Push or pull along X-axis Translational motion of TCP along X-axis 

2 Push or pull along Y-axis Translational motion of TCP along Y-axis 

3 Pull or press along Z-axis Translational motion of TCP along Z-axis 

4 Tilt around X-axis Rotational movement of TCP about X-axis 

5 Tilt around Y-axis Rotational movement of TCP about Y-axis 

6 Twist around Z-axis Rotational movement of TCP about Z-axis 

7 Button 1 pressed or released Gripper half-closed or open 

8 Buttons 1 and 2 pressed or released Gripper fully closed or open 
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3.3.3 The Isotonic-Position Intuitive Interaction 

The HTC Vive platform (HTC Corporation, Taiwan) is composed of a binocular head-mounted 

display (HMD), two laser-based positional tracking base stations, and two wireless motion-

tracking controllers, as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). The HMD is tracked by the two HTC Vive 

base stations and used to display the MR manipulation scene generated in Unity (Unity 

Technologies, USA) to the user.  

 

 
                                 (a)                                                                       (b) 

 

Figure 3.10: The HTC Vive isotonic-position motion tracking platform is used in the robotic 

system to command the robotic arm-hand subsystem. (a) The components of the HTC Vive 

tracking platform; (b) description of the natural control inputs using the Vive motion controller. 

 

The operator moves the handheld Vive controller as an isotonic-position motion input device 

to grant human-level dynamic performance to the robotic arm-hand, and accomplish the remote 

telerobotic spatial manipulation tasks. The touchpad embedded in the Vive controller is used 

as an activation key, and only when the user touches the touchpad with the thumb, the captured 

information of the tracked controller is transmitted to the Ubuntu PC driving the robot. If no 

touch is made, the output command is �� = <0,0,0,0,0,0?@ and the robot remains stationary. 

This clutch-based setting can effectively prevent the occurrence of misoperation caused by full-

time tracking and commanding.  
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For workspace isomerism between the user and robot sides, the clutching mechanism interrupts 

the instantaneous velocity signals from the input device, effectively repositioning and 

remapping. If the robot's workspace has a significantly different scale than that of the human 

arm, the tracked user’s hand velocity signal can be scaled appropriately by using a scaling 

factor. Figure 3.11 shows the flowchart for implementing the clutching mechanism and 

repositioning the master device in telemanipulation tasks.  

 

 

Figure 3.11: The flowchart of the algorithm for implementing the clutching mechanism and 

repositioning the master device during telemanipulation tasks.  

 

The operator can also use the proposed clutching mechanism to release control of the robot and 

reengage control again after repositioning the motion input device to a user-desired position in 

the userspace. This human-machine interaction strategy allows the user to intuitively 
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manipulate the robot and navigate its workspace in situations where the robot's working range 

is significantly greater than the reaching limits of the operator's arm. The proposed clutch-

based motion retargeting scheme is achieved by simply transmitting a zero matrix to the robot 

when the connection between the user and the robot needs to be temporarily discontinued. 

Since the user's input updates are based on their instantaneous motion state, when the operator 

resumes commands to the robot, the position and orientation of the end-effector continue 

smoothly from the point where the operator disconnected the operation. 

 

The HTC Vive base stations are linked to the Unity computer and track the position and 

orientation of the user’s head and hands to a sub-millimeter level accuracy. The base stations 

use alternating horizontal and vertical lasers to scan across the HTC Vive headset and handheld 

controllers, which are equipped with sensors that detect the lasers as they pass by. The user's 

hand movements are tracked by two base stations that trace the handheld HTC Vive controllers 

at a refresh rate of 90 Hz. The acquired position and orientation data is calculated and 

transmitted to the ROS-based controller of the UR5 robot, where the input velocity values are 

converted into robot joint velocities. 

 

3.3.4 Optical Tracking-Based Interaction  

 

The remotely operated arm-hand system consists of a 6-DOF UR5 industrial robot manipulator 

and a parallel robot gripper. The optical tracking-based command input system at the user side 

is composed of an HTC Vive motion tracker and a Leap Motion hand tracking sensor 

(Ultraleap, USA) which track the user’s arm and hand movements respectively. The Leap 

Motion controller can accurately capture the user's finger movements for robot hand control 

[146], and the Vive motion tracking module has relatively large capturing coverage of the user's 
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arm movements which is suitable for robot arm control, the combination of the two can achieve 

intuitive and accurate teleoperation of the robotic arm-hand system.  

 

The Leap Motion tracking data is utilized to classify the closing and opening movement of the 

user’s fingers, which are then automatically executed by the ROS-controlled two-finger robotic 

hand. The Vive motion tracker sensor measures the operator’s hand pose in real-time, and the 

user’s hand velocity is used to directly control the velocity of the tool center point (TCP) of the 

robotic arm. Figure 3.12 shows the proposed optical tracking-based interaction approach 

which integrates the Vive motion tracker and Leap Motion sensor. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3.12: The robotic system is controlled with the user’s arm and hand movements by 

using the Vive motion tracker and Leap Motion sensor integrated motion tracking approach. 

The Leap Motion sensor is mounted on the user's forehead. (a) The robot's hand closes as the 

user's hand pinch distance decreases. (b) The robot's hand opens as the user's hand pinch 

distance increases. 
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Leap Motion controller is a non-contact motion tracking device that primarily focuses on hand 

gesture recognition and finger movement tracking. The module has a dimension of 80 �� ×
30 �� × 11.3�� �Z × � × � �. The Leap Motion Controller has a tracking depth from 

100 �� to 800 �� and a field of view of 140 ×  120° [147], as shown in Figure 3.13. 

 

 

 
                                        (a)                                                (b) 

 

Figure 3.13: The Leap Motion tracking device and its interaction zones [147]. (a) The Leap 

Motion hand tracking hardware. (b) The tracking zone and field of view where the user's hand 

can be detected. 

 

The Leap Motion device features hand/finger motion tracking and hand posture recognition 

functionalities, which can be used to produce the control signals to provide a more natural and 

intuitive method for human-robot interaction. Figure 3.14 shows the two tracking modes used 

in robotics to command the robotic arm-hand subsystem. However, the user’s hand movements 

used to control the UR5 manipulator are constrained by the limited field of view of the Leap 

Motion controller sensor. The control of the robotic arm-hand movements in the optical 

tracking-based teleoperation scheme is performed by utilizing a Leap Motion controller and 

Vive tracker for finger tracking and hand tracking respectively. 
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                                    (a)                                                                       (b) 

 

Figure 3.14: The Leap Motion tracking modes used in the robotic system to command the 

robotic arm-hand subsystem. (a) Desktop tracking mode. (b) Head-mounted tracking mode.  

 

 

On the user side, the teleoperation command input system includes an HTC Vive tracker and 

two base stations which captures the exact position and orientation of the user’s hand, a Leap 

Motion hand tracking sensor is mounted on the user's forehead with an adjustable strap to track 

the motion of the user's finger movements. The Leap Motion controller is separately connected 

to Unity on the PC to sense the user's hand gestures, which are converted into motion 

commands afterward. The user can issue commands by presenting simple and intuitive hand 

gestures in the Leap Motion field of view. Once the user's hand is detected in the Leap Motion 

sensors field of view and the data generated are within the given range.  

 

The Cartesian position and orientation of the user's fingers are retrieved from the Leap Motion 

sensor. As shown in Figure 3.15, the Leap Motion sensor measures the pinch distance �� 

between the thumb and index finger of the user's hand pose in millimeters. The tracking data 

are returned by the Leap Motion sensor in the form of frames and certain motor motion 

commands "�  are issued to the servo motor driver which is embedded in the base of the robot 

hand and moves the robot fingers for object manipulation. The user's pinch range is mapped to 

the servo range <C, �? that controls the full opening and closing of the robot hand. The input 

commands to the robot are limited to the operator's hand pinch motion constraints <�, �? with 
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 �≠ �. The motion retargeting function ��0� is used for shifting the user’s pinch distance 

into the servo range. The motion drives the robot hand to interact with a remote environment 

in a natural manner using the function defined: 

 

��0� = C + �� − C� − �� �0 − �� �3.20� 

 

where 0 is the pinch distance value �� within the interval <�, �?, with � ≤ 0 ≤ � and �≠ �.  

 

 

Figure 3.15: The non-contact intuitive hand control through user hand pinch distance and 

robotic hand motion retargeting  

 

 

By using contact control devices, such as 3D mouse buttons and controller triggers to control 

the robotic hand, the user can accurately determine the beginning and stop of the robot's 

movements. However, for non-contact components, such as leap motion, once the user's hand 

appears in the sensor's field of view, the pinch measurement begins and the corresponding 

control command is transmitted to the robotic hand actuator to control its motion. To eliminate 

motion commands generated by the user's hand inadvertently entering the sensor's capture 

range and filter out unwanted motion commands and prevent misoperation, a hand control 

algorithm is developed to translate sensor messages into servo commands and enable intuitive 

and safe human-robot interaction, as shown in Figure 3.16.  
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Figure 3.16: The flowchart of the hand control algorithm for implementing the second hand 

as a switch for sending and stopping commands during telemanipulation tasks.  

 

The user controls the robotic arm-hand system with two hands, with only one hand sending 

commands. If only one hand appears in the Leap Motion tracking area, the system does not 

send commands to the robot hand. When the second hand enters the interaction area, the motion 

of the first hand is mapped to the robot hand. When the second hand leaves the interaction 

zone, the first hand discontinues issuing commands to the robot hand. The second hand is 

utilized only to connect and decouple the first hand from the robot hand for the control of 

command transmission, which increases the security of the system while maintaining 

intuitiveness. 
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3.3.5 Haptic Intuitive Interaction  

 

The Phantom Omni haptic device (SensAble Technologies Inc., USA) is a commercial and 

portable haptic device with 6 DOF. The Phantom Omni has a workspace of 160 ×  120 ×
 70 mm (W ×  H ×  D) and can provide force feedback of up to 3.3 N. The Phantom Omni 

system is a robotic device based on a serial architecture with six revolute joints, three of which 

are actuated by direct current (DC) motors. The tip of the stylus, which is the end effector of 

the haptic device, is driven by motors equipped with encoders and potentiometers to span and 

measure over the full workspace. The haptic stylus is linked to the housing through a single 

serial chain, as shown in Figure 3.17.  

 

 

  

Figure 3.17: The typical intuitive interaction approach using the Phantom Omni haptic device.  

 

The encoders embedded in the Phantom Omni haptic device track the user’s hand motion or 

position along the X, Y and Z axes. Measurement of rotations about these axes (roll, pitch and 

yaw) is achieved using potentiometers. The motors also provide the user with haptic feedback 

by exerting force on the stylus along the X, Y and Z axes. The updated coordinates of the hand 
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motions are transmitted to a Windows PC for mapping from the user space to the robot space. 

This mapping involves linear velocities and angular velocities. The operator moves the haptic 

handheld stylus as an isotonic-position motion input device to grant human-level dynamic 

performance to the robotic arm-hand, and to perceive the haptic effects to enhance performance 

while conducting the tele-manufacturing tasks. 

 

The Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) representation approach is used for kinematic modeling of the 

Phantom Omni robotic system. Frames are affixed to links of the haptic robot to describe the 

kinematic parameters between two neighboring coordinate systems, as it is shown in Figure 

3.18. The Definition of D-H parameters in terms of the link frames is shown in Table 3.7. Only 

the four kinematic parameters are needed to determine the homogeneous transformation matrix.  

 

 

Figure 3.18: Diagram for mathematical modeling of the Phantom Omni haptic device [148]. 
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Table 3.7: D-H parameters of Phantom Omni haptic robot. 

q [jn> �jn> �j  "j  
1 0 0 0 "> 

2 90° 0 0 "� 

3 0 Z>  = 135.0 mm 0 "w 

4 90° 0 Z�  = 135.0 mm "x 

5 -90° 0 0 "y 

6 90° 0 0 "z 

 

The forward kinematics calculates the transformation relationship from the joint coordinates " 

of the haptic device to the operational position m of the end-effector (haptic stylus), given link 

parameters including the link lengths and offsets and joint variables. 

 

The 3 × 1 vector m ∈ ℝw×> represents the haptic stylus coordinates and " ∈ ℝw×> denotes the 

joint coordinates vector. And Cj = Cp�"j and �j = �q("j  for q = 1, … , (. Given the joint values 

" in the robot joint space, the haptic stylus coordinates for position m = <0 2  ?@ in Cartesian 

space can be expressed [148]: 

 

m = ��"� = ¡02 ¢ = P −�>�Z>C� + Z��w�Z>�� − Z�Cw + ZwC>�Z>C� + Z��w� − ZxQ �3.21� 

 

where the length of the link Z> = Z� = 135.0 ��  Zw = 25.0 �� Zx = 170.0 ��.  

 

The Phantom Omni haptic robot is used as a motion input device at the user side, also referred 

to as the master robot, for velocity-based motion mapping. To convert the haptic stylus velocity, 
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which represents the operator’s hand motion into a differential joint command for the robot 

controller, it is essential to derive the instantaneous relationship between the haptic robot joint 

rate vector "D  and the end-effector's Cartesian velocity *�. The Cartesian velocities of the stylus 

tip related to the robot joint rates are expressed: 

  

 

*� = ~�>�"�"D> + ⋯ + ~��n>�"�"D�n> + ~��"D� �3.22� 

 

where each jacobian ~�j�"� depends explicitly on the joint values " for q = 1, … , (. Since the 

Phantom Omni is a serial 6-DOF input, 3-DOF output device, the Jacobian matrix ~��"� ∈
ℝw×w governs the joint velocity vector "D ∈ ℝw×> to the desired spatial twist *� = <0D  2D   D?@ ∈
ℝw×> is computed: 

 

*� = ~��"�"D = < ~�>�"�  ~���"� ~�w�"�? P"D>"D�"DwQ �3.23� 

 

The translational and rotational input commands to the haptic device are limited to the operator 

hand motion constraints <−*�,&�+, *�,&�+? with *�,&�+ > 0. The matrix form of the Jacobian is 

derived: 

 

 

*� = R0D2D DS = P−C>�Z>C� + Z��w� Z>�>�� −Z��>Cw0 Z>C� Z��w−�>�Z>C� + Z��w� −Z>C>�� Z�C>Cw Q P"D>"D�"DwQ �3.24� 
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The solution to controlling the haptic device so that it follows the desired stylus tip motion is 

to calculate the inverse differential kinematics "D  from the relationship *� = ~��"�"D , and 

defined: 

 

"D = ~�n>�"� *� �3.25� 

 

where "D  is the 3 × 1  vector of joint velocities, and  ~�n>�"� ∈ ℝw×w  is the corresponding 

inverse matrix to be extracted from the geometric Jacobian ~��"�.  *� is the 3 × 1 vector of the 

haptic stylus velocities of concern for the specific manipulation task.   

 

3.4 Software Implementation 

3.4.1 Software System Overview 

 

ROS is an open-source framework of libraries and tools for robotic prototyping and controlling. 

The ROS ecosystem is composed of several highly interconnected and dependent nodes, each 

of which represents the module of executable code and communicates with the other nodes by 

sending and receiving messages through specific topics.  

ROS messages are data formats with typed fields and organized into particular topic names for 

identification. The publish/subscribe messaging protocol enables a node to register with the 

ROS master node, receive subscribed data through a topic, execute the program contained in 

the node and send the processed output data through another topic. ROS nodes are primarily 

based on C++ or Python programming languages and can talk to each other across different 

languages. ROS communication protocol is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.19: The ROS communication protocol between the nodes registered at the ROS 

Master. 

 

ROS encompasses a full range of device drivers, sensor libraries, package management, 

efficient algorithms, user interfaces and visualization software to prototype, control and 

monitor the robotics platform. Robot development using ROS is highly extensible, allowing 

the application of intensive software packages to enhance the robot's functionality. The 

software development for interacting with the mobile manipulation system has been 

implemented in ROS, which is a flexible framework for writing robot software, using the 

C++/Python programming language. For this application, different human-robot interaction 

strategies with multiple input devices are implemented for the control of the arm-hand 

subsystem as well as the mobile module. 

 

3.4.2 ROS Implementation 

 

The 3D-printed gripper is implemented as a node of the ROS ecosystem, which subscribes to 

servo motor commands and publishes sensor data in the message stream. The Arduino board 

embedded in the robot gripper contains a microcontroller handling one ROS node at a time. 
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The real-time data exchange between the Ubuntu PC and the parallel gripper is achieved using 

the rosserial_arduino package and applying ROS communication protocol over the Arduino 

serial ports. 

 

For the UR5 manipulator, the commands generated by the various control input devices are all 

converted in the geometry_msgs/Twist message type. A twist message is composed of  

geometry_msgs/Vector3 linear and geometry_msgs/Vector3 angular and it is used to control 

the corresponding linear and angular velocities of the UR5 TCP. The teleoperation control of 

the UR5 manipulator is provided through the jog_arm package which is a Jacobian-based driver 

of ROS-compatible robot arms. The sensor_to_twist node subscribes to the 

/geometry_msgs/Twist messages and publishes /jog_arm_server/joint_delta_jog_cmds 

message as the velocity control input to the jog_arm package of ROS. And the jog_arm_server 

node subscribes to the /jog_arm_server/joint_delta_jog_cmds messages and publishes 

/ur_drvier/joint_speed message as the input signal to the ur_driver node which controls the 

UR5 arm, as shown in Figure 3.20.  

 

For the mobile module, the geometry_msgs/Twist message type is used for publishing motion 

commands to the base controller node which governs the motor driver and robot controller. 

The node converts the received messages from the keyboards/controllers/motion sensors into 

geometry_msgs/Twist messages, which contain six-dimensional values representing the linear 

velocity along each axis and the angular velocity around each axis of the robots. The differential 

drive type robots move only forward or backward along its horizontal axis and rotate only 

around its vertical axis. Only the linear X-component and the angular Z-component are 

required to portray the robots’ motion. Hence, the geometry_msgs/Twist messages only convey 

the linear velocity of the mobile module along its forward X-axis and the angular velocity 
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around its vertical Z-axis (the other values remain zero). The base controller node subscribes 

to the /cmd_vel topic and translates geometry_msgs/Twist messages into motor signals that 

drive the wheels. 

 

 

Figure 3.20: The ROS communication between the nodes for the implementation of intuitive 

robot control.  

 

In ROS, the robot modeling is represented in Unified Robot Description Format (URDF), 

which is an XML-based robot description and specification to represent all kinematic and 

dynamic elements of a robot in the ROS ecosystem. The robot_sate_publisher node is used for 

updating the spawned URDF robot model in both ROS simulation tool Gazebo and 

visualization tool Rviz. This node takes robot URDF parameters and robot joint status as input 

and publishes the pose of the robot links. In this application, the robot_sate_publisher node is 

used to update the URDF robot model in the MR environment.  

 

3.4.3 Unity Implementation 

 

Unity 3D is a fully integrated development engine for the creation of interactive 3D content. 

Unity 3D is utilized in the intuitive teleoperation platform to interface with the command input 

devices and generate the MR environment for human-robot interaction. The implementation of 
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ros-bridge as an intermediate integrates the communication seamlessly between ROS running 

on Linux PC and Unity 3D on Windows system. Figure 3.21 shows the implementation 

schema of the bi-directional communication between Unity and ROS for interfacing the user 

command input devices and the robot entities. 

 

 

Figure 3.21: The implementation schema of the bi-directional communication between the 

user command input devices and the robot entities. 

 

When the communication between the Unity 3D engine and ROS system is built up, an 

immersive user interface can be developed with the library and tools provided by the 3D engine 

and the different levels of robot control can be achieved by taking advantage of the ROS 

system. The bi-directional communication facilitates the implementation of MR with ROS to 

integrate its modular robotic functionalities. In addition, the URDF model of the robotic 

platform is imported into Unity by publishing data to the parameter server in ROS. Hence, the 

poses and movements of the digital twin of the robot in Unity adapt to the ones of its real 

counterpart in the remote environment simultaneously. 
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3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a comprehensive mechatronic design and development procedure of a mobile 

manipulator robot platform for intuitive remote manipulation is presented. To achieve this goal, 

an integrated application of CAD/CAE/CAM and rapid prototyping manufacturing has been 

implemented. This robot platform enables the development of a mobile manipulation platform 

meeting design requirements including modularity, manufacturability and manipulability. With 

the integrated application, the robotic platform has been successfully developed at a relatively 

low cost in terms of expenses and time, and provides a novel technology platform directly 

designed for this research.  

 

The intuitive control schemes of the robotic platform for mobile manipulation based on 

kinematic modeling are implemented. The goal is to allow unskilled users with minimal pre-

knowledge of robotic systems to intuitively interact with the proposed platform for different 

remote manufacturing scenarios. For this purpose, multiple interaction schemes with four 

different input devices are developed. ROS integrates all the modular robotic functionalities 

and ensures the communication between the nodes driving the robotic components. Unity 3D 

is interfaced with the control input devices for the user interaction, which allows the 

development and implementation of the 3D immersive human-robot interaction environments.  

 

This overall framework presented allows the development and incorporation of MR-based 

interactive interfaces and enables the implementation and experimental validation for diverse 

remote manufacturing tasks on the developed robotic platform. The incorporation of MR 

technologies and experiments for validation of different remote manufacturing tasks will be 

presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4  

Mixed Reality-Enhanced Human-Robot 

Interaction with Imitation-Based Mapping 

Approach for Intuitive Teleoperation  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an integrated mapping of motion and visualization scheme based on the 

MR subspace approach for intuitive and immersive telemanipulation of robotic arm-hand 

systems. The effectiveness of different control-feedback methods for the teleoperation system 

is validated and compared. The robotic arm-hand system consists of a 6-DOF industrial 

manipulator and a low-cost 2-finger gripper, which can be manipulated in a natural manner by 

novice users physically distant from the working site, as presented in Chapter 3.  

 

By incorporating MR technology, the user is fully immersed in a virtual operating space 

augmented by real-time 3D visual feedback from the robot working site. An imitation-based 

velocity-centric motion mapping is implemented via the MR subspace to accurately track 

operator hand movements for robot motion control, and enables spatial velocity-based control 

of the robot tool center point (TCP). The proposed system allows precise manipulation of end-

effector position and orientation to readily adjust the corresponding velocity of maneuvering.  
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The proposed MR subspace integrated mapping approach implements point cloud-based 3D 

visual feedback to provide visual inspection with depth information and perception of the 

working site, while the robot agent works in the remote environment where manipulation tasks 

are performed. The user control space and robot working space are overlaid through the MR 

subspace, and the local user and a digital twin of the remote robot share the same environment 

in the MR subspace. The MR-based motion and visualization mapping scheme for telerobotics 

is compared to the conventional 2D Baseline and MR tele-control paradigms over two tabletop 

object manipulation experiments. A user survey on user performance and experience 

demonstrates the effectiveness and performance enhancements enabled by the proposed system.  

 

Overall, the MR subspace integrated 3D mapping of motion and visualization scheme 

presented in this chapter reduced the aggregate task completion time by 48% compared to the 

2D Baseline module and 29% compared to the MR SpaceMouse module, while operation and 

perceived workload decreased.  
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4.2  Methodology 

4.2.1 Teleoperation System Overview 

The proposed robotic manipulation system and the related mapping are shown in Figure 4.1. 

On the MR side (local space), a binocular head-mounted display (HMD) is tracked by the HTC 

Vive MR platform (HTC Corporation, Taiwan) and used to display the virtual manipulation 

scene generated in Unity (Unity Technologies, USA) to the user. Motion tracking devices 

(HTC lighthouses) are linked to the Unity computer and track the pose of the user’s head, while 

they inspect the workpiece from different perspective angles and perform teleoperation tasks.  

 

4.2.1.1 Robot Space and User Space Communication 

A Kinect V2 depth sensor (Microsoft Corporation, USA) publishes compressed RGB-D images 

from the perspective of the robot's head to produce the point cloud-based 3D visual feedback 

in the MR subspace. Compressed images enter the MR subspace through a custom image 

subscriber and depth image subscriber in Unity 3D. In Unity, RGB images and depth images 

are decompressed using OpenCV for C# (Microsoft Corporation, USA). A custom "material" 

shader in Unity combines these images into a 3D point cloud from the RGB image and the 

depth image, and the computation is done in parallel on the GPU.  

 

Onsite sensory information from the remote workspace is transferred back to the human 

operators. The operators act as part of the control loop to interact with the remote robotic arm 

and hand system via a computer-generated virtual environment and overlaid multisensory data. 

The 3D virtual scene is rendered according to the actual robot working environment and 

displayed to the user via the HMD. A force sensor attached to the robot finger is primarily 

dedicated to monitoring the grasping process. The user can directly observe the workpiece and 
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end-effector status with the real-time overlaid sensory information in MR during operation. 

The depth sensor information is mapped and reconstructed in the point cloud form on the 

master side to be completely consistent with the environment of the slave side. The proposed 

teleoperation system allows information mapping between the user side and the robot side 

using an MR subspace [80]. 

 

  

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the motion mapping approach for the MR subspace-enhanced 

imitation-based human-robot interaction system of teleoperated robotic arm-hand. The MR 

subspace decouples the human from the robot, and the mappings for sensors and grippers are 

not necessarily direct and identical. The user’s eyes {E} and hand {H} and the state of the 

camera {C} the robot arm’s grippers {H} and are linked to each other through MR subspace 

{S}, with {T}, {W} and {B} denoting reference frames of the target objects, robot wrist and 

robot arm base.   

 

4.2.1.2 MR Subspace 

The MR subspace serves as an intermediary between the user command loop and robot control 

loop. A digital twin system is generated in the virtual environment and features a synchronous 

representation of the physical UR5 robot (Universal Robotics, Denmark) employed. The 
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remote human operator can inspect the sensory information, robot control command input, and 

robot pose in its work environment through a 3D MR subspace interface. The virtual replica 

allows the user to inspect how the physical robot is situated in the remote environment without 

deploying an array of static cameras. The digital twin subscribes to the joint state data of the 

physical UR5 robot and updates its configuration accordingly in MR using ros-bridge software 

provided by the ROS. In the MR scene, the user and the remote robotic platform share the same 

space virtually. The digital twin enhanced MR subspace interface is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Overview of the MR subspace interface with the digital twin of the UR5 robot 

superimposed on the 3D Point Cloud of the physical UR5 robot in the MR environment. (a) 

The pick-and-place task of two cubical and cylindrical objects given a goal position with 

different heights, (b) the assembly task involved grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a 

predefined spot and stacking it onto a fixed LEGO base on the table. 

 

In typical telerobotic systems with a 2D camera feed, the user is provided with a monocular 

RGB stream of the remote scene. In the virtual subspace, a human operator monitors the spatial 

manipulation process using the real-time 3D point clouds for remote environmental 

visualization. The digital twin can either be situated in front of the user or superimposed on the 

user depending on their requirements.  
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The operator uses the handheld HTC Vive controller as a motion input device to grant human-

level dynamic performance to the robotic arm-hand for remote telerobotic spatial manipulation 

tasks. The Vive tracking system tracks the controller position to a sub-millimeter level accuracy. 

User hand movements are tracked by two base stations tracking the handheld HTC Vive 

controllers at a refresh rate of 90 Hz. The HTC Vive base stations use alternating horizontal 

and vertical lasers to scan across the HTC Vive headset and handheld controllers, which are 

equipped with sensors to detect the lasers as they pass. The HTC Vive system integrates all this 

data to determine the position and rotation of the device being tracked components in the 3D 

MR subspace. The acquired position and orientation data is calculated and transmitted to the 

ROS-based controller of the UR5 robot, where the input velocity values are converted into 

robot joint velocities. 

 

4.2.2 Velocity-Centric Motion Mapping 

For telemanipulation applications, the remote robot should maintain smooth, accurate tracking 

of user hand movement. However, raw hand movement data provided by the Vive tracking 

system contains intended hand motion, as well as tremors and noise. Thus, direct velocity 

mapping causes aggressive control maneuvers and jittering robot motion. Single Exponential 

Smoothing (SES) is applied to remove unintended short-term fluctuations and reduce hand 

tremors and noise. The SES for filtering out the noise from the hand motion series can be 

calculated recursively:   

 

*l>| =  [* + [�1 − [�*n> + [�1 − [��*n� … +  [�1 − [�¤*n¤ �4.1� 
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where * are velocity measurements and 0 ≤ [ ≤ 1 is the smoothing parameter. The decrease 

rate of the weighting terms is controlled by the smoothing parameter. If α is large and close to 

1, more weight is given to the more recent hand motion observations. If α approaches 0, the 

output velocity signal tends to be the average of the historical input velocity data. A value of 

[ =  0.9  is given in previous human motion tracking-based teleoperation research and verified 

in our experiments, which gives the optimal performance in the motion smoothing application 

according to experiments [149]. The k value indicates the number of time steps the algorithm 

looks back while smoothing the date. The k is set as 1 in our system, which means one-step-

back motion data *n> is used for the one-step-ahead smoothing *l>|. And k = 1 is given in 

previous human motion tracking-based teleoperation research and verified in our experiments 

[149]. 

 

The approach for intuitively controlling the robot so its end-effector smoothly follows a user’s 

hand trajectory, ���d�, is to calculate and control the required n-vector of joint velocities "D 
directly from the relationship  ~�"�"D =  *, where the desired robot end-effector twist  *$ =
<T$ U$  ? @and  ~�"� ∈  	z×� are expressed in the same frame. At time �, the motion tracking 

system measures and determines the configuration of the user’s hand, converts this calculated 

spatial velocity *� = <T� U�  ?  @ to a Cartesian twist command *$ = <T$ U$  ?  @ to the robot in 

the ROS coordinate system, employs the Inverse-Jacobian solver to determine the appropriate 

joint rate vector, "D  , according to the desired twist representation of end-effector motion, *$, 

and derives the joint configuration sent to the UR5 robot controller, as defined:  

 

"D = ~��"� ¥*$ �4.2� 
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*= = ¦T= U= §  � = �*: = ¦T: U: §  � =  ~:�"�"D =  ¦~T�"� ~U�"� §"D �4.3� 

 

 

The use of the pseudo-inverse in Equation (4.2) implicitly weights the cost of each of the 6 

joint velocities identically, returns the minimized two-norm of joint velocities, and reduces the 

energy consumption of the robot [140]. ¥ is a positive scaling factor, and ¥ = � is chosen in the 

application for precisely mimicking the user’s movement, where � ∈  ℝz×z  is an identity 

matrix.  

 

Fingertip movements of the index finger collected from the hall-effect sensor embedded in the 

Vive controller are projected onto the X-Z plane perpendicular to the palm and contain index 

finger movements without abduction in the Y direction. The projected tip positions are 

transformed and scaled to the MR subspace through a standard frame transformation. When 

the user extends their index finger away from or towards the palm, the press depth detected by 

the sensor is updated accordingly. The press depth is mapped to the workspace limits of the 

robotic hand while it approaches the open and close pose for the manipulation of objects. A 

grasping depth index (GDI) is proposed as the criterion for grasping modulation of the robotic 

gripper, rather than reading binary values of 0 or 1 directly. 

 

4.3 Experiments 

To validate whether a teleoperation intermediary using MR subspace enhanced spatial mapping 

of the human motion facilitates control of robotic arm-hand systems by unskilled operators, a 

set of spatial manipulation tasks, shown in Figure 4.3, including pick-and-place and assembly, 

were developed. A user study was designed and conducted to verify task performance and user 

experience with the proposed HRI system compared to two typical teleoperation modes. 
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4.3.1 Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis (H0) for a repeated-measures ANOVA is the MR subspace enhanced 

imitation-based motion mapping approach for telemanipulation and the two alternatives, 

commonly used teleoperation methods have identical effects in task efficiency, user 

performance and system usability for unskilled users, in terms of effectiveness, intuitiveness, 

and learnability. 

 

4.3.2 Experimental Setup 

A within-subjects experiment was developed to verify the null hypothesis by presenting novice 

participants with three HRI conditions (Baseline/2D SpaceMouse; MR direct control/MR 

SpaceMouse; and MR subspace) in a random order to guide the robotic arm-hand system and 

complete two spatial manipulation tasks: 1) pick-and-place; and 2) assembly.  

  

A total of 24 participants were run through the user study, 13 males and 11 females. Subjects 

were all from the University of Canterbury and ranged in age from 20 to 31. In general, 

participants were unfamiliar with robotic systems, HRI, or MR. None had experience with 

controlling a robot, and they were regarded as novice users of the teleoperated robotic system. 

The tasks for the user study were to guide the robotic arm-hand system to conduct pick-and-

place and assembly telemanipulation processes through three different teleoperation 

intermediaries. Each participant completes the user study within 60 minutes.  

 

The proposed MR-HRI mapping approach was compared to a SpaceMouse 6-DOF control 

input device sensor (3Dconnexion, USA) with 2D camera feeds, and the SpaceMouse with 3D 

point cloud interface of telemanipulation. The 3D connexion SpaceMouse Compact is a 6-DOF 
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control input component widely used for guiding robots, precise 3D navigation in Computer-

aided design (CAD), or 3D analysis and review. The 6-DOF SpaceMouse was chosen as a 

Baseline because prior work indicated that despite the complex operations, the SpaceMouse 

interface was highly effective for the Cartesian teleoperation of a robot end-effector. The 

experiment goal is to test whether the isotonic-position control scheme with MR subspace 

outperforms isometric-rate control using the SpaceMouse input with either 2D direct camera 

feeds or 3D visual feedback. 

 

The Baseline HRI is a typical teleoperation mode providing participants with 2D visual 

feedback displaying the working view through the RGB camera in the Kinect V2 depth sensor. 

The user is presented with a 2D ego-centric view of the robot's working space in the monitor 

and unable to change perspective. The piloting metaphor was used for human-robot interaction 

with a stationary 6-DOF SpaceMouse. The user interaction included manipulating input from 

a SpaceMouse for TCP translation and rotation of the UR5 robot arm and the grasp and release 

of the robot hand.  

 

The MR direct control/MR SpaceMouse module can be regarded as MR subspace without 

velocity-centric motion mapping (VCMM) and is a condensed version of the proposed MR-

HRI system that enables the user to inspect the robotic arm-hand situation in the remote 

environment via a 3D point cloud in MR subspace. The user can interact with the robotic 

system through an isometric-rate control scheme by using the SpaceMouse input with 3D visual 

feedback, but without perceived correspondence between the input device motion and the robot 

end-effector movement.   
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The MR subspace experiment is a full MR-HRI system with VCMM using the tracked Vive 

motion controller in a grasping metaphor and allows the user to use hand motion to directly 

guide the robotic arm-hand system through the isotonic-position control scheme, and view the 

robot’s space through the point cloud generated within MR subspace, conducting a set of spatial 

manipulation tasks. The full MR-HRI system features the perceived movement correspondence 

between the input device (Vive controller) and the robot end-effector. In MR subspace, the 

movement of the user’s arm and hand commands that of the controlled robotic arm and hand 

system so that the user can perceive the movement of the robot through his/her own movement. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: An overview of spatial manipulation tasks and command input methods. (a) Pick-

and-place task of two cubical and cylindrical objects given a goal position with different 

heights; (b) Assembly task involved grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a predefined spot 

and stacking it onto a fixed LEGO base on the table; (c) Isometric-rate HRI scheme using the 

6-DOF input device; (d) Isotonic-position imitative HRI scheme using the Vive motion 

controller. 

 

4.3.3 Experimental Procedure 

Each subject picked up two cubic and cylindrical items and placed them on target positions on 

the tabletop in the first pick-and-place manipulation task. By requiring both translation and 
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rotation to place the objects, the process assesses the translational and rotational functionality 

of the three HRI schemes. The second task grabbed one LEGO subassembly from a predefined 

spot and stacked it onto a fixed LEGO base on the table. As an assembly task with increased 

complexity, this task required the subject to rearrange the in-hand object’s orientation by 

rotating the red LEGO cuboid subassembly and aligning the two components before mating, 

which restricted the orientation of the end-effector in comparison to placing the cubical and 

cylindrical items. 

 

The trial began with each subject filling out a pre-experiment questionnaire to record age and 

gender, and assess prior knowledge and experience with MR, robotics, and HRI. Following the 

pre-experiment questionnaire, participants were given health and safety guidelines and 

provided with details on the experiment tasks and objectives. Prior to using each HRI method, 

each subject was presented with a tutorial video demonstrating the user interaction module. 

The video-based introduction was utilized to equalize the training subjects were offered on 

each HRI module.  

 

After indicating preparedness, participants run through a training task of grasping a cylindrical 

object with the robotic arm-hand module to get used to each control method of the teleoperation 

system. The object grasping task was chosen for training because of its simplicity and the 

preparation it provides for the experimental tasks [150]. Each participant completed a training 

activity once to standardize the training process. When the user expressed readiness to conduct 

the experiment tasks, the cumulative training time for each HRI module was recorded to assess 

the learnability and efficiency of each HRI module. The locations of target objects and the 

robotic pose changed, respectively. To reduce order effects during the execution of the 

experimental tasks, the sequence of the HRI modules and the target position of the objects were 
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randomly allocated, and pick-and-place and assembly manipulation task orders were 

randomized, which minimizes the learning effects between tasks. The teleoperation task was 

suspended when the subject placed the object to the goal position and mated the components 

together in an assembly.  

 

To standardise the initial position, the experimenter returned the robot to the identical home 

configuration after each trial. Participants completed a post-trial questionnaire on each HRI 

module after completing the training and experimental tasks. Participants remained outside the 

robotic platform operating zone at all times to guarantee physical safety and one experimenter 

closely observed all operations with an emergency stop. If a collision occurred on the objects 

or tabletop, the experimenter immediately activated the emergency stop button to halt all robot 

motion. The robot was then sent back to its original pose, demanding the subjects redo the task. 

In the MR subspace, virtual safety grids were also established to surround and remind the user. 

When participants reached predetermined boundaries, warning grids showing the MR subspace 

edge were displayed. The experiment requested all users avoid these edges if they could. 

 

Task performance and work efficiency were evaluated by measuring the time for each task and 

the total time for both tasks. Participant perception of the different HRI modalities was 

measured using a questionnaire based on a previous study assessing user preferences and 

system usability, including the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) and Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM) for evaluating the user's acceptance [151]–[153]. 

 

4.3.4 Analyses 

The goal of the research is to investigate the effect of the MR subspace-enhanced imitation-

based HRI module on the operator’s ability to interact with objects in a remote environment. 
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the robotic manipulation system presented, human operator 

performance is assessed under three HRI modes denoted: B, MRD and MRS. B denotes the 

Baseline using only a 6-DOF SpaceMouse and monocular RGB display. MRD 

(MRnoVCMM/MR SpaceMouse) represents the MR direct control module using SpaceMouse 

and MR-enhanced 3D point cloud visual method without deploying VCMM. MRD is a limited 

version of the proposed MR-HRI system. MRS (MRwithVCMM) provides the user with the 

proposed MR subspace module using the VCMM approach using a Vive controller and MR-

assisted 3D point cloud display.  

  

User performance is measured by time for each manipulation task and aggregate total time for 

both tasks. User effort and workload during teleoperation experiments are evaluated by the 

NASA task load index (NASA-TLX) score, where from 0 to 100 (most difficulty), participants 

rated qualitative experiences of mental demands, physical demands, time demands, 

performance, effort, and frustration at the end of each experimental case. User acceptance and 

perception including usefulness and ease-of-use is assessed by post-task questionnaires based 

on the technology acceptance model (TAM). This survey uses a 0 to 7 (best) scale to measure 

the acceptance and ease of use of different HRI modules. A one-way within-subjects ANOVA 

with repeated measures analyses data from all measures. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

is applied to assess the difference in the survey responses with B, MRD and MRS HRI modules 

as within-subjects variables. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

The MR subspace-based motion-mapping HRI technique was compared to Baseline and MR 

direct control schemes across two tasks. Results in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the data and 

statistical findings. 

 

Table 4.1: Statistical results for objective and subjective measures for each method 

compared. 

 Baseline  MRD MRS 

Measure Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev 

Pick and Place (s) 136.06 20.72 98.27 17.00 58.52 9.75 

Assembly (s)  162.60 23.61 122.88 16.84 97.51 12.18 

Aggregate Time (s) 298.66 26.42 221.15 23.39 156.03 17.19 

Physical Demand 76.04 11.32 70.88 11.51 55.63 12.54 

Mental Demand 81.38 13.29 68.46 11.12 54.54 13.15 

NASA TLX 75.81 6.23 66.89 5.39 51.92 8.15 

Usefulness 2.83 1.17 3.08 1.10 4.75 1.33 

Ease of Use 2.67 0.87 3.25 1.39 5.50 0.89 
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Table 4.2: One-way ANOVA Statistics for all measures. B, MRD, and MRS denote Baseline, 

MR SpaceMouse, and MR subspace. 

 Post-hoc Tests 

Measure Partial Eta 

Squared 

F P  MRS-MRD MRS-B MRD-B 

Pick and Place (s) 0.87 F (1.382, 31.778) =148.198  <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Assembly (s)  0.76 F (1.553, 35.725) =74.080 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Aggregate Time(s) 0.93 F (1.875, 43.128) =303.197 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Physical Demand 0.45 F (1.971, 45.339) =18.478 <.001 <.001 <.001 .387 

Mental Demand 0.59 F (1.995, 45.874) =32.638 <.001 <.001 <.001 .002 

NASA TLX 0.76 F (1.663, 38.247) =74.408 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Usefulness 0.41 F (1.846, 42.449) =15.794 <.001 <.001 <.001 1.000 

Ease of Use 0.69 F (1.832, 42.133) =50.205 <.001 <.001 <.001 .299 

 

4.4.1 Objective Measures 

The analysis rejected the null hypothesis (H0) that the MR subspace enhanced spatial motion 

mapping approach for telemanipulation and the other typical teleoperation modules have 

identical effects on task performance (Table 4.2). However, the results indicated the MR 

subspace motion-centric HRI approach significantly outperformed both the 2D Baseline and 

MR SpaceMouse HRI schemes on both tasks for all pairwise comparisons (Table 4.1). Guiding 

a robotic arm-hand system using the natural arm motion mapping through MR subspace 

improved task performance for both tasks.  

 

As shown in Figure 4.4, a one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures with a 

Greenhouse-Geisser correction indicated the time taken to complete the pick and place tasks 

were statistically significantly different (F (1.382, 31.778) = 148.20, p < 0.001, Partial = 0.87). 
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The post-hoc test revealed the completion time for the pick and place tasks significantly 

reduced from the Baseline (M = 136.06) compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 98.27) 

and the MR subspace module (M = 58.52). Statistical significance was also seen for the 

assembly task completion time, between the three HRI modules (F (1.553, 35.73) = 74.08, p < 

0.001, Partial = 0.76). Pairwise comparisons indicated the time to complete the assembly tasks 

significantly reduced from the Baseline (M = 162.60) compared to the MR SpaceMouse 

module (M = 122.88) and the MR subspace module (M = 97.51). 

 

 

(a)                                (b)                                   (c)                                    (d) 

Figure 4.4: Boxplots of quantitative measures on the user performance for each HRI scheme 

across two manipulation tasks.   

 

The F value for the HRI factor of overall task completion time and its related significance level 

and the magnitude of the effect (Partial Eta Squared) in the Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

reported the mean aggregate task completion time for each HRI module was statistically 

significantly different, (F (1.875, 43.128) = 303.197, p < 0.001, Partial = 0.93). The pairwise 

comparisons indicated aggregate time significantly decreased from the Baseline (M = 298.66) 

compared to the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 221.15) and the MR subspace module (M = 

156.03).  

 

Baseline     MRD      MRS                  Baseline     MRD      MRS                       Baseline     MRD     MRS                       Baseline       MRD         MRS          
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Overall, the aggregate task completion time reduced by 48% compared to the 2D Baseline 

module and 29% compared to the MR SpaceMouse module. With the MR subspace enhanced 

motion and vision mapping, a comparable rate of improvement in completion time was attained 

for operators with minimal technical knowledge.  

 

Mean training completion time was 153.7s, 98.3s and 71.8s for the Baseline, and MR with and 

without the imitation-based motion mapping modes, respectively. The learning time of the 

training tasks with the MR subspace approach decreased by 53% and 36%, compared to the 

Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches, indicating extra learning was required for the two 

typical HRI modules to reach the same competency as the proposed MR subspace-enhanced 

imitation-based HRI module. It is also observed that, even at the end of the training, subjects 

did not reach the same proficiency and dexterity as they immediately did while using the MR 

subspace-enhanced imitation-based module. The MR subspace module has an important effect 

in saving training time even for the non-skilled operators.  

 

4.4.2 Subjective Measures 

The NASA task load index (NASA-TLX) score showed participants rated their qualitative 

experiences of mental demands, physical demands, temporal demands, performance, effort, 

and frustration. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was used for evaluating the 

acceptance and measuring participant perception of different HRI modules and scales to 

measure usefulness and ease of use were presented to the subjects in each post-task 

questionnaire. Three items on a seven-point rating scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly 

agree) were included in each of the two aspects. As shown in Figure 4.5, all average NASA-

TLX scores were lower for the MR subspace enhanced motion-mapping tasks compared with 
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the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse cases. In particular, the MR subspace motion-mapping 

module significantly reduced the physical and mental demand and frustration of participants.   

 

In general, the overall workload (OW) decreased from Baseline (M = 75.81) compared to the 

MR SpaceMouse module (M = 66.89) and the MR subspace module (M = 51.92), as shown in 

Figure 4.5 (f).  As a result, the average score of NASA-TLX decreased significantly by 32% 

( F (1.663, 38.247) = 74.408，p < 0.001, Partial = 0.87) when the MR subspace mapping was 

used.  

 

 

                   (a)                                              (b)                                                 (c) 

 

                  (d)                                              (e)                                                 (f) 

Figure 4.5: Boxplots of workload measures for each HRI scheme across two tasks. 

 

Baseline     MRD       MRS                                       Baseline     MRD       MRS                                              Baseline     MRD      MRS                        

Baseline     MRD       MRS                                       Baseline     MRD       MRS                                              Baseline     MRD      MRS                        
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The TAM results indicated there was a substantial disparity between the means of the users' 

appeal at the three different HRI modules. Participants found the MR subspace imitation-based 

HRI module (M = 5.50) had better usability than the 2D Baseline (M = 2.67), and is marginally 

easier to use than the MR SpaceMouse module (M = 3.25), as shown in Figure 4.6 (a). The 

MR subspace method (M = 4.75) was reported to be slightly more acceptable than the MR 

SpaceMouse module (M = 3.08) and 2D Baseline interface (M = 2.83), in terms of perceived 

usefulness, as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). The subjective measures analysis proved the MR 

subspace enhanced spatial motion mapping approach for telemanipulation outperformed the 

other typical teleoperation modules in task workload and user perception. 

 

 

                                       (a)                                                       (b)                                          

Figure 4.6: Boxplots of subjective measures about ease of use and usefulness for each HRI 

scheme across tasks. 

 

 

4.5 Summary 

This work presents the design of an MRS-based intuitive telemanipulation paradigm and a 

user-study evaluation of three control and visual feedback HRI modes on a practical robotic 

arm-hand platform. The particular interest is the potential benefits of deploying an MRS-

enhanced 3D vision/motion mapping approach to improve the work efficiency and situation 

 Baseline     MRD      MRS                                                       Baseline     MRD      MRS                                               
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awareness of unskilled operators in teleoperated pick-and-place and assembly tasks. The IRT 

system introduced in this chapter enabled novice users to intuitively and naturally perform 

high-quality manipulation tasks at a distance. The proposed MRS HRI interface for robotic 

tele-control is designed and implemented by leveraging the 3D mapping of motion and vision 

through MR subspace.  

 

The intuitive and natural interaction scheme is achieved by mapping the user’s hand motions 

to the robot movements and applying spatial velocity-centric control techniques. A VCMM 

approach is implemented to accurately track the operator’s hand movements and minimize 

aggressive velocity commands, while generating smooth movement in the two typical 

manipulation tasks. The 3D point cloud rendering architecture is deployed in the MRS 

paradigm to form the incorporated 3D visualization of the remote site, provide the desired depth 

perception of the workspace, and maintain the inspection of the workpieces, remote site and 

digital twin situated in the MR subspace as a whole. Telemanipulation experiments of novice 

operators are carried out to test the proposed intuitive teleoperation of the robotic platform.  

 

Telemanipulation experiments found the MRS integrated scheme reduced aggregate task 

completion time reduced 48% compared to the 2D Baseline module and 29% compared to the 

MR SpaceMouse module. The MRS enhanced 3D mapping of motion and vision paradigm 

improved completion time for operators with minimal technical knowledge. Further, the 

learning time of the training tasks with the MRS scheme decreased by 53% and 36%, compared 

to the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches, indicating extra learning was required for 

the two typical HRI modules to reach the same competency as the proposed MRS imitation-

based HRI module; and finally, accomplished desired telemanipulation results for novice users 
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and significantly reduced the physical and mental demand and frustration of participants while 

offering higher user acceptance. 

 

Overall, the MRS teleoperation scheme for robotic arm-hand teleoperation presented improved 

remote pick-and-place and assembly performance of operators with minimal technical 

knowledge. The proposed teleoperation scheme using integrated 3D mapping of vision and 

motion through MR subspace involving intuitive movement control provides improved tele-

control performance of manipulation tasks and reduces the workload on operators. 
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Chapter 5  

Mixed Reality-Integrated 3D/2D Vision 

Mapping for Intuitive Teleoperation of Mobile 

Manipulator  

5.1 Introduction 

Depth cues are crucial to increase user perception and spatial awareness of the remote 

environment when remotely guiding complex robotic systems. A MR integrated 3D/2D vision 

merging framework for immersive and intuitive telemanipulation of a complex mobile 

manipulator is presented. The proposed 3D immersive telerobotic schemes provide the users 

with depth perception through the merging of multiple 3D/2D views of the remote environment 

via MR subspace. The mobile manipulator platform consists of a 6-DOF industrial manipulator, 

3D-printed parallel gripper, and mobile base, which can be controlled by non-skilled operators 

who are physically separated from the robot working space through a velocity-based imitative 

motion mapping approach.  

 

This work evaluates the impact of depth perception and immersion provided by integrated 

3D/2D vision and motion mapping schemes on teleoperation efficiency and user experience in 

an MR environment. In particular, the MR enhanced systems maintain spatial awareness and 
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perceptual salience of the remote scene in 3D, facilitating intuitive mixed reality human-robot 

interaction (MR-HRI). This study compared two MR-integrated 3D/2D vision and motion 

mapping schemes against a typical 2D Baseline visual display method through pick-and-place, 

assembly, and dexterous manufacturing tasks. The MR-integrated 3D/2D vision and motion 

mapping schemes of teleoperation reduced overall task completion times by 34% and 17%, 

compared to the MR-2D Baseline, while minimizing training effort and cognitive workload.  

 

5.2 Methodology 

5.2.1 Teleoperation System Design and Implementation 

This study explores the effects of integrated 2D/3D visualization in MR with natural 3D motion 

mapping methods for immersive and intuitive telemanipulation. There are three main elements 

comprising the robot manipulator and visualization system, the MR subspace implementation, 

and the robot and userspace communication implementation. 

 

5.2.1.1 Robot Manipulator and Visualization System 

As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), the robotic platform consists of a 6-DOF UR5 industrial 

manipulator (Universal Robotics, Denmark), a 3D-printed parallel gripper for interacting with 

the remote environment, a mobile robot base for providing mobility and an onboard Ubuntu 

computer for robot control. Figure 5.1 (b) shows the low-cost 2-finger gripper and the Logitech 

C615 webcam (Logitech International S.A, Switzerland) mounted on the gripper base. The 

wrist camera is useful for pre-approaching and positioning the robot gripper in preparation for 

the object grasping process. The 50 mm stroke allows the gripper to handle a variety of object 

sizes, as shown in Figure 5.1 (c). Multi-camera systems including a binocular camera/Kinect 

V2 depth camera and two monocular 2D webcams are integrated into the robotic platform for 
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providing hybrid 3D/2D visual feedback to the operator via a head-mounted display (HMD) 

during the telemanipulation process. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: The hardware components of the proposed telerobotic platform. (a) Mobile 

manipulator platform including UR5 arm, low-cost gripper and mobile base, (b) the isometric 

view of the parallel 2-finger gripper with the attached Logitech C615 webcam, (c) the 

motorized structure and the stroke length of the 3D printed gripper. 

 

To validate the proposed MR-based hybrid 3D/2D visualization of intuitive and immersive 

teleoperation paradigms, three visualization modules from robot-assisted telemanipulation 

paradigms are designed for direct comparison. In particular, the following teleoperation multi-

camera setups and the corresponding visual feedback modules via MR are developed: 

 

 Baseline (MR-2D): multi-perspective 2D monocular RGB camera views. The 

Baseline interface displays two 2D monocular RGB camera views from robot wrist 
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and workspace perspectives. The user does not feel immersed or present in the remote 

workspace, and no depth cues are provided for object manipulation. 

 MR-3DS: 3D stereoscopic vision (SV) and monocular RGB (Baseline) integrated 

vision. The main advantage of MR-3DS over the monocular vision used in Baseline is 

the depth cues supplied to the user by the camera pair embedded in the stereoscopic 

camera. In the MR-3DS mode, the user can guide the virtual camera representing the 

user's viewpoint to the desired location and perceive the stereoscopic view, but the 

user’s viewpoint is constrained for stereoscopic vision. 

 MR-3DP: 3D point cloud (PC) and monocular RGB (Baseline) integrated vision. The 

MR-3DP module publishes compressed RGB-D images from the perspective of the 

user's head to produce PC-based 3D visual feedback in the MR subspace. The MR-3DP 

paradigm provides the user with a more natural vision system for depth perception.  

 

Comparing MR-3DS and MR-3DP to the Baseline setup, levels of immersion are increased 

and depth cues are supplied by introducing stereo vision and point cloud. In addition, point 

cloud display allows the user the change their viewpoint as needed without introducing a 

moving camera system that imitates the position and orientation of the user’s eyes. 

 

With a wrist camera alone, users have difficulty in judging the distance between objects and 

avoiding unwanted collisions during operation [153], [154], necessitating a second workspace 

camera on the side of the robot to provide distance information. The Baseline condition is a 

limited version of the MR-3DS and MR-3DP paradigms allowing the user to inspect the robot 

in its work environment from two monocular displays in MR and interact with it using the 

VCMM approach, but without 3D visualization.  
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The MR-3DS module (Figure 5.2 (a)) adds on an extra stereoscopic camera to the Baseline 

camera arrangement. The customized stereoscopic camera consists of two Logitech C615 

monocular cameras with up to 1920 x 1080 pixels, featuring a 74-degree field-of-view. Each 

Logitech camera views the remote scene and obtains image information from a slightly 

different position because human vision can produce stereoscopic vision mainly based on the 

binocular disparity [155]. 

 

The two monocular cameras are positioned inside a 3D-printed camera case and the 

interpupillary distance (IPD) is set to 67 mm to produce a stereoscopic first-person perspective 

[156]. The stereoscopic camera feed is transmitted from the robot side to the HMD in userspace 

via the Internet. The usb_cam node of ROS is used to interface with the two webcams 

embedded in the stereoscopic camera, and the Ubuntu computer running ROS publishes the 

captured images in sensor_msgs/Image format while using the image transport library for 

image compression and transfer. The compressed image topics are subscribed by Unity 3D 

using ros-bridge protocol, which provides a ROS functionality for sending JSON-based 

commands to Unity. Finally, the captured image messages from the left and right webcams in 

the stereoscopic camera are projected onto two corresponding planes in the MR space for users’ 

stereoscopic perception. 

 

The MR-3DP vision module incorporates a Kinect V2 depth camera (Microsoft Corporation, 

USA) with the two webcams from the Baseline module (Figure 5.2 (b)). The depth camera is 

mounted on the base of the mobile manipulator. One of the two webcams is attached to the 

wrist of the UR5 robotic arm-hand system providing an ego-centric perspective, and the other 

is positioned in the workspace for an exo-centric view during the manipulation tasks. The MR-
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3DP module publishes compressed RGB-D images from the perspective of the user's head to 

produce PC-based 3D visual feedback in the MR subspace. Compressed images enter the MR 

subspace through a custom image subscriber and depth image subscriber in Unity 3D. In Unity, 

RGB images and depth images are decompressed using OpenCV for C# (Microsoft 

Corporation, USA). A custom material shader combines the RGB image and depth image into 

a PC for 3D visualization. The MR-3DP module simultaneously publishes 2D streams from 

wrist and workspace webcams from the Baseline module to the MR subspace to couple with 

the PC visualization. 

 

To validate the applicability and generalizability of the proposed MR-integrated 3D/2D vision 

schemes, three different manipulation tasks in a remote manufacturing scenario were devised. 

The manipulation tasks used to validate and compare the three MR 3D/2D vision schemes are 

defined: 

 

 Task A: pick-and-place task stacking a cylindrical item on a cubic object (Figure 5.2 (c)). 

Pick-and-place is a typical task for evaluating telerobotic systems with metrics including 

task performance, user workload and system usability. Although grasping a cylindrical 

object with the robot was a simple task, the height difference between the object's initial 

position and the target position (the height of the cube) made depth information very 

important. 

 Task B: horizontal assembly task grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a predefined spot 

and joining it onto a horizontal fixture on the table (Figure 5.2 (d)). In the assembly 

experiment, the subassembly consisted of three layers of 2×4 BRICK to facilitate the 

grasping of the parallel gripper. The fixture was composed of one 2×4 BRICK with a base. 

The base was mounted on a horizontal workbench for assembly Task B. Compared with 
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the pick-and-place task, the assembly task further constrained the orientation of the robot 

end-effector. Because the block could fit in the fingers of the parallel gripper only when 

the axis of the workpiece was orthogonal to the orientation vector of the end effector, and 

the workpiece and the fixture must be well aligned before mounting. 

 Task C: tilted assembly fitting a LEGO component to a fixture at 30o (Figure 5.2 (e)).  

This task tests the rotational usability of the proposed intuitive motion mapping approach 

by requiring the rotation of the LEGO component to assemble it correctly on the tilted 

fixture at 30o. Compared with Task A and B, Task C required both translational and 

rotational movement in three dimensions to manipulate and assemble the objects. Assembly 

on the slope not only involved high-precision operation but also required the user to observe 

the assembly process from multiple perspectives, which increased the complexity of the 

task. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: The camera setup of the proposed MR-3DS and MR-3DP telerobotic platforms 

and the remote manipulation tasks used in the experiments to test the feasibility of the MR-

based modules for teleoperation. (a) A static binocular camera module is enhanced by a 

workspace camera and robot wrist camera for stereo vision feedback and (b) an RGB-D camera 

integrated with a workspace camera and robot wrist camera for the 3D PC visualization in the 
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MR scene. (c) The pick-and-place task of stacking a cylindrical item on a cubic object, (d) the 

horizontal assembly task involved grabbing one LEGO subassembly from a predefined spot 

and joining it onto a horizontal fixture on the table, (e) the tilted assembly task of fitting the 

LEGO component on a fixture on a 30-degree slope. 

 

5.2.1.2 MR Subspace 

The proposed teleoperation paradigm allows vision and motion mapping between the user side 

and the robot side by introducing the MR subspace based on a computer-generated virtual 

environment in Unity 3D. Multiple on-site data and information from remote sites are 

transmitted back to users who serve as part of the control loop to manipulate the remote robotic 

system. The user can directly observe the workpiece and robot status with real-time overlaid 

sensory information in the MR subspace during operation. The three-dimensional virtual scene 

and overlaid 2D/3D visualization according to the physical robot working environment is 

rendered and displayed to the user via the tracked HMD. 

 

The MR-2D Baseline scene consists of a virtual surrogate of the physical UR5 robot and two 

virtual screens to display the ego-centric and exo-centric views for direct vision mapping from 

the remote robot site to the human operator at the local site, as shown in Figure 5.3 (a). Within 

the MR subspace, the operator is positioned at an equal distance to the two virtual (1� ×  1�) 

screens. The left screen displays the streaming feed from a single camera on the gripper wrist, 

and the right displays the video feed from the workspace camera. The wrist camera view shows 

the gripper fingers and objects approaching an object for a grasping task, and the workspace 

camera image displays the distance between the gripper, objects and tabletop while grasping 

an object to reduce collisions.  

 

The MR-3DS scene uses two monocular RGB cameras delivering ego-centric and exo-centric 

perspectives to supplement the binocular camera and enhance the stereoscopic view with two 
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typical 2D displays. As shown in Figure 5.3 (b), the displays in the MR-3DS scene consists of 

two symmetric virtual screens. The stereoscopic video streams incorporate the left and right 

camera feed captured by the two Logitech webcams inside the stereoscopic camera and are 

projected on the displays to each of the user’s respective eyes for stereo visual inspection of 

the teleoperation process. In addition, two monocular RGB streams are positioned to the left 

and right side of the stereoscopic visualization respectively so users can avoid moving their 

eyes off the stereoscopic image to view the 2D images from the robot wrist and workspace 

perspectives. 

 

In the MR-3DP scene, the centralized PC visual feedback is enhanced by two monocular RGB 

cameras providing two typical 2D perspectives from the robot wrist and workspace. The MR-

3DP augments the PC via the Baseline metaphor, attaching two image panels to the live stream 

feed of the 3D PC, as shown in Figure 5.3 (c). MR-3DP has the advantage of overlaying the 

virtual surrogate of the physical robot on the PC display. The virtual replica allows the user to 

examine the pose of the physical robot in the remote environment without deploying an array 

of static cameras for the same purpose. The virtual surrogate subscribes to the joint state data 

of the physical UR5 robot and updates its configuration in MR accordingly using the ros-bridge 

software provided by ROS. Thus, the user and the virtual robot share the same space and work 

together in a collaborative manner via the MR subspace.  

 

   
(a)                                                (b)                                                  (c)  

 

Figure 5.3: The three MR-based telemanipulation modules the participants tested in the 

experiments while interacting with virtual surrogates of physical robotic platforms. (a) 
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Baseline: 2D displays in the MR subspace from the robot wrist and its workspace perspective; 

(b) MR-3DS: the integration of stereoscopic visualization and 2D monocular robot wrist and 

workspace views through the MR subspace; (c) MR-3DP: PC visualization complemented by 

the 2D robot wrist camera and its workspace views. 

 

5.2.1.3 Robot Space and User Space Communication 

Figure 5.4 shows the MR subspace-assisted robotic teleoperation system consists of four parts: 

1) the human-robot interaction unit; 2) the MR subspace for vision and motion mapping; 3) the 

remotely controlled robot working unit; and 4) the bi-directional communication links.  

 

On the user side, the human-robot interaction unit includes an HTC Vive HMD and monitor 

connected to a desktop with an i7-8700k CPU, 32 GB RAM, and a GeForce GTX 1080 

Graphics processor. It also includes the MR environment generated in Unity 3D, Vive 

controllers command input devices, and the Vive motion tracking system (Vive base stations). 

One Vive controller is attached to the user’s waist as a body tracker for remotely driving the 

mobile base of the robotic platform. Users manipulate an HTV Vive wireless controller as the 

input device to control the UR5 arm and robotic hand. Finally, the multi-camera enhanced 

scene inside the MR subspace is generated in Unity3D to display integrated 3D visualization 

and auxiliary monoscopic image streams of the teleoperation processing the MR scene. 

 

To increase system safety and reliability, the motion tracking of the user’s hand and waist are 

only activated while the controller touchpads are touched by the user’s fingers to avoid 

accidental and unwanted motion input. An advantage of this technique is once the user's hand 

reaches a physical limitation or the waist approaches the margin of the user operating space, 

the user can release the controller touchpads, discontinuing transmitting commands to the 

robotic platform, move back to the initial pose, and then continue guiding the robotic arm and 

mobile base to the target poses. This approach eliminates limitations due to dissimilarity 
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between the spatial range of robot movements and the spatial range of user operations. 

 

On the robot side, an Ubuntu 16.04 computer with an i7-10700 CPU, 64 GB RAM, and 

GeForce RTX 2060 Graphics was used to control the robotic platform, and capture and process 

on-site sensor data. ROS (Robot Operating System) is a widely used framework for robotic 

systems, is installed on the Ubuntu computer, and serves as the core of the robot control and 

image processing for bi-directional communication. The ros-bridge WebSockets server with a 

JSON API transmits control command and image transmission between the robot working unit 

and user operating space.  

 

 

                    (a)                                            (b)                                               (c) 

Figure 5.4: The overview diagram and communication structure of the proposed intuitive and 

immersive teleoperation system. (a) The robot working space platform including the mobile 

manipulator and its environment for interaction, (b) the MR subspace as a medium for 2D and 

3D vision and motion mapping, and (c) the motion tracking system on the user side updates 

the pose change of user’s head, hand and waist and motion command is transmitted to the 

robotic system through the MR subspace.  

 

2.2 Velocity-centric motion mapping 

A whole-body velocity-centric motion mapping (VCMM) framework is used to intuitively 
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control the robot so its end-effector smoothly follows a user’s hand trajectory, ���d� . 

Specifically, the goal is to calculate and control the required n-vector of joint velocities, "D , 
directly from the relationship  ~�"�"D =  *, where the desired robot end-effector twist  *# =
<U#  T#  ?  @and  ~�"� ∈  	z×� are expressed in the same frame. At time �, the motion tracking 

system obtains a measurement of the user’s hand configuration, converts this calculated spatial 

velocity *̈ = <U¨ T¨  ?  @  to a Cartesian twist command *# = <U#  T#  ?  @  to the robot in the 

ROS coordinate system, employs the Inverse-Jacobian solver to determine the appropriate joint 

rate vector, "D , according to the desired twist representation of end-effector motion, *# , and 

derives the joint configuration sent to the UR5 robot controller. Similarly, for a given mobile 

base 2D velocity *5 = <U5  T5  ?  @ with the current pose (ø, 0, 2), the motion tracking system 

measures the user’s waist motion and converts this calculated waist velocity *ª = <Uª  Tª  ?  @ 

to a Cartesian command *5 ∈  	� , including translational and rotational components of the 

base velocities:  

 

"D = ~��"� ¥*# �5.1� 

 

*̈ = <U¨ T¨  ?  @ = �*# = *# = <U#  T# ?  @ =  ~#�"�"D =  <~��"� ~��"� ?"D �5.2� 

 

*ª = <Uª  Tª  ?  @ = �*5 = <U5  T5  ?  @ =  R øD0D 2  D  S �5.3� 

  

Single Exponential Smoothing (SES) is applied to filter unintended short-term fluctuations 

from noise or body tremors, and is recursively calculated:   

 

=l>| =  [= + [�1 − [�=n> + [�1 − [��=n� … +  [�1 − [�¤=n¤ �5.4� 
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where = are human body velocity measurements and 0 ≤ [ ≤ 1 is the smoothing parameter. 

If α is large, more recent hand motion observations are weighted more highly, and as α 

approaches 0, the output velocity signal tends to be the average of the historical input velocity 

data. A value of [ =  0.9  gives optimal performance based on experimental testing for this 

application. 
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5.3 Experiments 

5.3.1 Experiment Design 

A 3 ×1 within-participants experiment was designed to validate whether the MR-3DS and MR-

3DP designs facilitate novice users’ control of a complex mobile manipulator for manipulation 

tasks at a distance and affect the teleoperation performance and user experience. These results 

are all assessed relative to the Baseline case for the spatial manipulation tasks described in 

Section 2.1. Participants are not required to navigate the robot base to the location. 

 

5.3.1.1 Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis (H0) of the repeated-measures ANOVA is the Baseline, MR-3DS, and 

MR-3DP teleoperation paradigms are equally effective in task performance and user 

experience for novices, in terms of effectiveness, intuitiveness, and learnability, using the MR 

subspace-enhanced imitation-based motion mapping approach as the basis for teleoperation. 

 

5.3.1.2 Experimental Procedure 

Fifteen participants were recruited at the University of Canterbury (10 male and 5 female) from 

undergraduates and postgraduates, with ages from 21 to 31 years (mean: 23.9 years). Ten 

participants were from engineering departments, and the rest had non-scientific backgrounds. 

All of the fifteen participants rated themselves as not familiar with robotic systems, 

teleoperation, and MR. Participants run through a total of three MR-based hybrid 3D/2D 

visualization setups distinguished by increasing levels of immersion with depth cues and 

flexibility in the MR-based visualization. 

 

The first step of the experiment was to have each participant fill out a pre-task questionnaire to 
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record their age, gender and their familiarity with robotics and MR experience. The objective 

of each trial was then explained. To test system learnability and efficiency, each subject 

watched a tutorial video demonstrating the proposed intuitive teleoperation platform with 

visual feedback modules they were going to use before testing, which ensured standardized, 

consistent training for all subjects. After the video, participants were given 2 minutes to 

experience the MR-enhanced telerobotic system to familiarize themselves with the motion 

controller, MR imagery, and the robotic platform. 

 

After indicating readiness, each participant ran through a training exercise of grasping a 

cylindrical object with the robotic system to adapt to the remote manipulation system. 

Participants were given a training task of grasping the object due to its simplicity and the 

preparation provided for the following experimental tasks. Each participant performed the 

training task once to equalize the training process. The training time was recorded for post-

experiment analysis of the learnability and efficiency of the telerobotic platform. 

 

Each participant completed three tasks including the pick-and-place task, horizontal assembly 

task and tilted assembly task on a tilted fixture of 30 degrees under each experimental condition 

including MR-2D Baseline, MR-3DS and MR-3DP. Condition order was randomized across 

subjects to mitigate the potential order effects. After completing all the experimental tasks 

using one control-feedback condition, participants filled out a questionnaire about the HRI 

module to directly compare the three conditions. 

 

The MR-HMD and motion controllers were fitted on each participant at the user site. When the 

subject sent verbal confirmation the MR subspace scene appeared as intended, they started 

completing the manipulation tasks as required. Participants were explained prior to the 
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experiment completion time for each task would be measured to evaluate the task performance. 

Participants were given unbounded time to complete each task, but were instructed to complete 

the full tasks as effectively as they could. Task completion time for each task and the aggregate 

time it took participants to complete full tasks were measured to evaluate improvement in their 

work efficiency. Participant workload and acceptance of each MR-HRI module were measured 

using the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).  

 

Participants stayed at a distance from the robotic system workspace at all times, and one 

researcher closely observed the experimental procedure and remained alert to stop the robot by 

pressing the emergency button. In case of a collision with an object or table, the researcher 

immediately activated the emergency stop button, halted all robot motion and recorded the 

number of collisions for post-experiment analyses. The robot then returned to its original 

configuration, and the participant was required to restart the task. Additionally, four virtual 

safety planes around the user were defined in the MR subspace. When the participant reached 

a predefined boundary during the interaction, a warning grid showing the edges of the MR 

subspace was prompted. The researcher ensured participants stayed away from the safety 

planes during all trials. 

 

All the participants were able to complete the telemanipulation tasks and did not fail during 

any of our experiments. In the pilot trial conducted to help design and assess the feasibility of 

the proposed telemanipulation system, the risk of test failure due to damage to the end-effector 

caused by the end-effector crashing into the workbench was identified. This test failure 

occurred when the operator accidentally hit the workbench with the end-effector and continued 

moving the robot in the wrong direction. However, we did not observe this failure in the 
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experiments using the proposed methods and all participants completed the test task without 

damage to the end-effector occurring throughout the experiments. 

 

5.3.2 Analyses 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the described robotic manipulation system, human operator 

performances across three manipulation tasks are assessed under three MR-HRI modes: 

Baseline, MR-3DS, and MR-3DP. User performance is measured by time for each 

manipulation task and aggregate time representing the total time it took participants to complete 

the three tasks. The number of collisions was also recorded. At the end of each operation, 

operator effort and workload during telemanipulation tasks were assessed by the NASA task 

load index (NASA-TLX) score [92], [157], [158], which evaluates qualitative mental demand, 

physical demand, time demand, performance, effort, and frustration (score range: 1-100 most 

demanding). User acceptance and system usability including usefulness and ease-of-use were 

evaluated by a questionnaire based on the technology acceptance model (TAM) measuring 

acceptance and ease-of-use (score range: 0-7 best) [150].   

 

A one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures analyzed data from all measures. 

Bonferroni correction indicated which mean values were significantly different, and was used 

in this analysis when the ANOVA test showed a significant main effect of the experimental 

condition. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to assess the difference in the 

operator survey responses with Baseline, MR-3DS and MR-3DP modules as within-subject 

variables. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

In the brief interviews following the telemanipulation experiment, most participants preferred 

the point cloud paradigm and stated that the point cloud-based 3D vision allowed them to 

change the head pose as needed to observe the remote manipulation process from different 

angles, and seamlessly transition from the point cloud display to the 2D auxiliary screens when 

the wrist view or workspace view was needed for reference. Some participants commented the 

depth information provided by the stereoscopic and point cloud displays was very helpful for 

completing manipulation tasks from a distance, especially for tasks that require viewing the 

workpieces from multiple angles (tilted assembly task). Some users stated the stereo-vision in 

the MR-3DS mode provides depth perception and improves the sense of presence, but the 

perspective is restricted. Five of the participants stated using the Baseline setup to perform 

telemanipulation was not intuitive and it was difficult to control the remote robot only through 

the view the wrist and workspace views. One user indicated that he was not well adapted to the 

stereo-vision in the MR-3DS mode and had difficulty perceiving the stereoscopic vision. 

 

The experimenter noticed differences in the continuity of user movements when controlling 

the robot using the three different modes. In the case of baseline and stereo vision (MR-3DS), 

the users exhibited waiting and motion discontinuity between action inputs. In contrast, the 

operators' control movements were generally more continuous when using the point cloud-

based feedback paradigm (MR-3DP). This was the result of non-intuitive and unnatural 

transitions between different various displays supplied to the user in the baseline and MR-3DS 

modes.   

 

The analyses of the experimental data were outlined, comparing the two MR subspace 

enhanced vision/motion-mapping based HRI paradigms to the Baseline over three tasks. The 
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statistical results are given in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Inter-task and within-mode comparisons 

were performed over the three tasks. In the same mode, the inter-task comparison of the 

workload reflects the various difficulty of the three tasks.  

 

As Table 5.1 shows, In the Baseline condition, tilted assembly was the most time-consuming 

(206 s), followed by the horizontal assembly (174 s), while pick-and-place took the least time 

(135 s). In the stereo vision (MR-3DS) condition, tilted assembly consumed the most time (176 

s), horizontal assembly took the second most time (133 s), and pick-and-place required the least 

time (101 s). The point cloud paradigm (MR-3DP) indicates the same trend as the other two 

modes, with tilted assembly being the most time-consuming and pick-and-place being the most 

efficient. The within-mode comparison between different tasks indicates the increasing 

difficulty levels over the three tasks, which proves the purpose of the experimental design. 

 

Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics for objective measures (time required for each task and 

training) for each method compared. 

 Baseline  MR-3DS MR-3DP 

Measure Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev 

Pick and Place (s) 134.78 ± 16.72 101.29 ± 13.23 83.04 ± 13.33 

Assembly (s)  173.79 ± 24.38 132.79 ± 16.18 108.35 ± 13.35 

Tilted Assembly (s) 205.96 ± 25.46 176.39 ± 12.45 147.70 ± 24.74 

Aggregate Time (s) 514.53 ± 33.84 410.46 ± 30.06 339.09 ± 30.48 

Training Time (s) 167.07 ± 36.58 128.60 ± 18.04 123.93 ± 14.50 
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Table 5.2: Descriptive statistics for subjective measures (workload and usability) for each 

method compared. 

 Baseline  MR-3DS MR-3DP 

Measure Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev Mean Std.Dev 

Mental Demand 80.87 ± 10.76 62.20 ± 14.41 47.80  ±  18.76 

Physical Demand  79.47 ± 11.94 43.73  ± 13.61 41.33  ± 11.75 

Temporal Demand 79.87 ± 10.58 62.53 ± 12.40 47.73  ± 10.15 

Performance 85.00 ± 8.29 72.40  ± 17.36 50.33  ± 14.41 

Effort  79.67 ± 11.12 52.60 ± 13.27 49.67  ± 18.86 

Frustration  74.20 ± 9.86 63.13 ± 14.42 41.73  ± 15.63 

Overall Workload 79.84 ± 4.72 59.43 ± 5.41 46.43  ±  6.55 

Usefulness 3.07 ± 1.22 3.33 ± 1.11 4.67  ± 1.23 

Ease of Use 2.60 ± 0.83 3.93 ± 1.10 5.53 ± 0.92 

TAM 2.83 ± 0.75 3.63  ± 0.70 5.17 ± 0.88 

 

 

Table 5.3: Inferential statistics for all measures, where B = Basline, 3DS = MR-3DS, and 

3DP = MR-3DP. 

 Post-hoc Tests 

Measure Partial Eta 

Squared 

F P  3DP-3DS 3DP-B 3DS-B 

Pick-and-Place (s)  0.80 F (1.277, 17.874) =56.053  <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Assembly (s)  0.80 F (1.920, 26.883) =54.156 <.001 0.03 <.001 <.001 

Tilted Assembly (s) 0.69 F (1.864, 26.095) =31.413 <.001 .001 <.001 .006 

Overall Time(s) 0.90 F (1.939, 27.150) =128.407 < .001 <.001 <.001 <.001 

Training Time(s) 0.53 F (1.644, 23.017) = 15.596 < .001 1.000 .002 .001 

Physical Demand 0.74 F (1.889, 26.444) =39.608 <.001 1.000 <.001 <.001 

Mental Demand 0.58 F (1.923, 26.922) =19.209 <.001 <.001 .063 .005 

Temporal Demand 0.73 F (1.775, 24.843) =38.302 <.001 .010 <.001 .001 

Frustration 0.65 F (1.706, 23.884) =26.485 <.001 .004 <.001 .031 

Usefulness 0.33 F (1.739, 24.344) =6.916 .006 .007 .021        1.000 

Ease of Use 0.72 F (1.747, 24.456) =36.794 <.001 <.001 <.001 .012 
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5.4.1 Objective Measures 

The analysis rejected the null hypothesis (H0) that the MR subspace-integrated 3D/2D vision 

mapping approach for intuitive telemanipulation and the typical MR-assisted 2D teleoperation 

module have identical effects on task performance. The results indicate the MR-3DP motion-

centric HRI approach significantly outperformed both the MR-assisted 2D Baseline and MR-

3DS HRI methods on all tasks for all pairwise comparisons. Controlling a mobile manipulator 

using natural body motion mapping through hybrid 3D/2D visualization in the MR subspace 

improved task performance for all three tasks.  

 

As shown in Figure 5.5 (a), a one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures with 

a Greenhouse-Geisser correction indicated the time taken to complete the pick-and-place tasks 

were statistically significantly different, F (1.277, 17.874) =56.053, p < 0.001, Partial = 0.80. 

The post-hoc test revealed the time to complete the pick-and-place tasks decreased significantly 

from the Baseline (M=134.8) compared to the MR-3DS module (M=101.3) and the MR-3DP 

module (M=83.0). Statistical significance was also seen for the horizontal assembly task 

completion time, between the three HRI modules, F (1.920, 26.883) =54.156, p < 0.001, Partial 

= 0.80. The pairwise comparisons indicated the time to complete the horizontal assembly tasks 

significantly reduced from the Baseline (M=173.8) compared to the MR-3DS module 

(M=132.8) and the MR-3DP module (M=108.3), as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). There was a 

significant main effect between the three HRI conditions on the completion times for the tilted 

assembly task, with an ANOVA test finding (F (1.864, 26.095) =31.413, p < 0.001, Partial = 

0.76). As shown in Figure 5.5 (c), the pairwise comparisons indicated the time to complete the 

horizontal assembly tasks significantly reduced from the Baseline (M=206.0) compared to the 

MR-3DS module (M=176.4) and the MR-3DP module (M=147.7).  
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The F value for the HRI factor of overall task completion time and its associated significance 

level and effect size (Partial Eta Squared) in the Greenhouse-Geisser correction reported the 

mean aggregate task completion time for each HRI module was statistically significantly 

different, (F (1.939, 27.150) =128.407, p < 0.001, Partial = 0.93). As shown in Figure 5.5 (d), 

the pairwise comparisons indicated aggregate time significantly decreased from the Baseline 

(M=514.5) compared to the MR-3DS module (M=410.5) and the MR-3DP module (M=339.1). 

The aggregate task completion time for MR-3DP and MR-3DS modules reduced by 34% and 

17% respectively compared to the MR-2D Baseline module. 

 

The mean training completion times for the Baseline, MR-3DS, and MR-3DP modules were 

167.1 s, 128.6 s, and 123.9 s, respectively, with an imitation-based VCMM mapping approach, 

as shown in Figure 5.6 (a). The learning times for the training task using the MR-3DS/3DP 

subspace approaches were reduced by 23% and 26% compared to the MR-2D Baseline case, 

indicating the typical 2D HRI module requires additional learning to achieve the same 

capabilities as the proposed MR-integrated 3D/2D visual and motion mapping HRI modules.  

 

 
      (a)                               (b)                                  (c)                                  (d) 

 

Figure 5.5: Boxplots of quantitative measures on the users’ task performance for each MR-

HRI module across three manipulation tasks.   
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Finally, it can also be observed that even at the end of the training, participants did not achieve 

the same level of proficiency and dexterity they immediately achieved with the MR subspace-

integrated 3D/2D vision module. The similar training times for the MR-3DS and MR-3DP 

modules have an important role in saving training time even for unskilled operators in 

comparison with the MR-2D Baseline. A significant improvement was observed in collision 

reduction by mapping the PC in the MR-3D scene, which provides the operators with salient 

visual depth cues and flexible viewpoints. The total count of undesired collisions reduced from 

10 for the MR-2D Baseline to 4 for MR-3DS and 3 for MR-3DP, respectively.   

 

5.4.2 Subjective Measures 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) measures system acceptance including usefulness 

and ease of use (scores range from 0-7, from worst to best). Lower values (close to 0) indicate 

poor system usability, while relatively high values (close to 7) indicate high ease of use and 

usability.  

 

As shown in Table 5.2, for usefulness, the point cloud-based paradigm (MR-3DP) was rated 

higher (4.67 ± 1.23) than stereo-vision mode (3.33 ± 1.11) and Baseline (3.07 ± 1.22), 

indicating that users perceived that using a system with point cloud-based paradigm increased 

their work performance; for ease of use, point cloud-based paradigm (MR-3DP) was rated 

higher (5.53 ± 0.92) than stereo-vision mode (3.93 ± 1.10) and Baseline (2.60 ± 0.83), 

indicating that the point cloud-based paradigm was easier to use and required the minimum 

amount of effort; for the overall TAM assessment, the point cloud-based paradigm (MR-3DP) 

had higher values (5.17 ± 0.88) than stereo-vision mode (3.63  ± 0.70) and Baseline (2.83 ± 

0.75), showing that the users preferred using MR-3DP for the tasks and had a more positive 

attitude towards the MR-3DP system. As shown in Figure 5.6 (b), the MR-3DP vision/motion 
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mapping method (M=4.7) was reported to be slightly more acceptable than the MR-3DS 

module (M=3.3) and 2D Baseline interface (M=3.1), in terms of perceived usefulness. The 

TAM results indicated there was an overall significant difference between the means of the 

users' appeal at the three different HRI modules. Participants found the MR subspace-

integrated PC/2D vision and motion-mapping module (MR-3DP) (M=5.1) to be significantly 

easier to use than the MR-2D Baseline (M=2.8), and marginally easier to use than the MR-3DS 

module (M=3.6), as shown in Figure 5.6 (d). The subjective measures analysis proved the MR 

subspace-integrated PC/2D mapping approach for telemanipulation outperformed the MR-3DS 

and MR-2D Baseline modules in task workload and user perception. 

 

 
       (a)                                (b)                                 (c)                                 (d) 

 

Figure 5.6: System learnability and usability assessment by the telemanipulation conditions 

across three manipulation tasks. The MR-3DS and MR-3DP designs demonstrated 

improvements in learnability and several additional subjective measurements on usability. 

 

The NASA task load index (NASA-TLX) assessed cognitive workload. At the end of each task, 

subjects scored their qualitative experience of mental demand, physical demand, temporal 

demand, performance, effort, and frustration, on a scale from 0 to 100, with 100 being the most 

demanding. Figure 5.7 shows all average NASA-TLX scores were lower for the MR subspace-

integrated PC/2D vision and motion-mapping module (MR-3DP) compared with the MR-2D 
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Baseline and MR-3DS cases. The MR-3DP vision/motion-mapping module significantly 

reduced the physical and mental demands and frustration of participants. In particular, the 

physical workload was reduced from the Baseline (M=79.5) compared to the MR-3DS module 

(M=43.7) and the MR-3DP module (M=41.33). The mental workload was reduced from the 

Baseline (M=80.9) compared to the MR-3DS module (M=62.2) and the MR-3DP module 

(M=47.8). In addition, the average frustration score in the NASA-TLX decreased significantly 

by 44% and 15% in comparison with the Baseline and MR-3DP (F (1.706, 23.884) =26.485，

p < 0.001, Partial = 0.76) when the MR-3DP mapping was used.  

 

 

Figure 5.7: Boxplots of quantitative measures on cognitive workload scores across three 

MR-HRI conditions.   
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5.5 Summary 

This chapter investigated using an MR subspace as a teleoperation framework to integrate 

3D/2D multiple visual information and natural motion mapping. Using the MR-integrated 

vision mapping for immersive remote viewing of robot-assisted manipulation improves task 

performance and user skill acquisition efficiency.  

 

An experiment involving manipulation tasks of different difficulty levels was conducted to 

examine the potential benefits of MR integrated 3D/2D vision mapping for teleoperation. In 

comparison with the MR-2D Baseline, results showed both MR-3DS and MR-3DP approaches 

can assist telemanipulation by reducing task completion times, shortening the time needed for 

training, reducing unwanted collisions, and decreasing cognitive workload. The stereopsis and 

immersion provided by the MR-3D systems allow even non-skilled users to effectively interact 

with a mobile manipulator in a natural manner. Additionally, it is observed the MR-3DP 

mapping scheme for HRI outperforms the MR-3DS module and MR-2D Baseline, in terms of 

task performance, user workload, and system usability.  

 

The proposed MR-3D designs allowed users to complete the manipulation tasks at a distance 

more effectively than the Baseline MR-2D teleoperation scheme modeled after existing 

systems in common use. The experiments also indicated the MR-3DP teleoperation mapping 

scheme allows novice users to complete tasks more quickly than using either MR-3DS or MR-

2D Baseline conditions. In future work, we will explore between-task and within-mode 

comparisons to further analyze the differences between tasks under the same experimental 

condition. 
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Chapter 6 

Mixed Reality-Enhanced Intuitive 

Teleoperation with Hybrid Virtual Fixtures for 

Welding 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an integrated scheme based on an MR and haptic feedback approach for 

the intuitive and immersive teleoperation of robotic welding systems. By incorporating MR 

technology, the user is fully immersed in a virtual operating space augmented by real-time 

visual feedback from the robot working space. The proposed robotic tele-welding system 

features imitative motion mapping from the user’s hand movements to the welding robot 

motions, and it enables the spatial velocity-based control of the robot tool center point (TCP).  

 

The proposed mixed reality virtual fixture (MRVF) integration approach implements hybrid 

haptic constraints to guide the operator’s hand movements following the conical guidance to 

effectively align the welding torch for welding and constrain the welding operation within a 

collision-free area. Onsite welding and tele-welding experiments identify the operational 
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differences between professional and unskilled welders and demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the proposed MRVF tele-welding framework for novice welders.  

 

Overall, the MRVF-integrated visual/haptic tele-welding scheme reduced the torch alignment 

times by 56% and 60% compared to the MRnoVF and baseline cases, with minimized cognitive 

workload and optimal usability. The MRVF scheme effectively stabilized welders’ hand 

movements and eliminated undesirable collisions while generating smooth welds. 

 

6.2 Methodology  

6.2.1 Welding Skill Extraction System Design 

The objectives of this research were to: (1) remove human welders from hazardous and 

unpleasant working environments without increasing operational complexity or sacrificing the 

welding quality; (2) enable the welders to conduct tele-welding in the same way it is performed 

onsite, minimizing the learning required by introducing a tele-welding robot in the loop; (3) 

analyze the operational techniques and welding expertise distinguishing professional welders 

from unskilled welders; and (4) further assist unskilled workers with integrated visual and 

haptic HRI modalities via MR to improve task performance and system usability in remote-

controlled tele-welding and to achieve welding results comparable to those of professional 

welders. These objectives address key issues in remote tele-welding. 

 

To identify operational differences between unskilled and professional welders, hand 

movements of professional welders performing manual welding tasks were tracked and 

compared to those of unskilled welders. Figure 6.1 shows the hardware components of the gas 

metal arc welding (GMAW) motion tracking platform, including an HTC Vive tracking system, 
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welding shelter, welding torch, and extra welding gas/wire/electricity supplies. A 6-DOF Vive 

tracker was mounted on the welding torch and exposed to the two surrounding Vive tracking 

base stations for tracking the translational and rotational motion of the welder’s torch hand by 

generating a wireless connection between the tracked welding torch and the base stations. A 

metal welding shelter enables more precise motion tracking and covers the torch tip and 

workpieces to prevent infrared (IR) light exposure, which may interfere with the IR-sensitive 

tracking sensors. Auto-darkening welding helmets and welding gloves were used by all 

participants. 

 

 
(a)                                               (b)                                             (c) 

 

Figure 6.1: The hardware components of the GMAW motion tracking platform. (a) Welding 

motion-tracking platform, including welding shelter, welding torch, and the attached motion 

tracker; (b) an unskilled welder performing manual welding for motion data collection and 

analysis; (c) a professional welder performing on-site GMAW operation for expertise and skill 

extraction. 

 

6.2.2 MRVF Tele-Welding System Overview 

In this study, we investigated the impact of an integrated visual/haptic perception in MR on a 

natural, 3D motion mapping, enhanced immersive, and intuitive tele-welding process. Figure 

6.2 shows the MR-incorporated virtual fixture (MRVF) telerobotic system consisting of four 

main elements: (1) the welding robot and visualization system; (2) the haptic master robot; (3) 

the MR workspace implementation; (4) the robot and operator space communication 

implementation. 
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Figure 6.2: The communication scheme of the MRVF tele-welding hardware apparatus. 

 

The remote robotic welding platform consisted of a UR5 industrial manipulator with 6 DOF, 

gas metal arc welding (GMAW) equipment, a welding camera, and an auto-darkening filter. 

The UR5 industrial manipulator was equipped with an arc welding torch to perform the remote 

welding process, as shown in Figure 6.3. A monocular Logitech C615 webcam (Logitech 

International S.A, Lausanne, Switzerland) with an auto-darkening lens was mounted on the 

robot to observe the welding process and provide the operator with a direct view of the 

workpieces. A ROS middleware-supported driver for the UR5 robot ran on a computer with an 

Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. The Ubuntu computer was equipped with an i7-10700 CPU, 

64 GB RAM, and GeForce RTX 2060 graphics to command the UR5 robot controller through 

TCP/IP and process the on-site welding streams. The TCP/IP-based ROS communication 

protocol was capable of fast control rates at 125 Hz, which is sufficient for teleoperated robotic 

welding tasks, where real-time control is required. 
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(a)                                               (b)                                             (c) 

 

Figure 6.3: The imitation-based and robot-assisted teleoperation of the GMAW process. (a) 

Telerobotic welding platform including the UR5 manipulator, welding torch, and the attached 

vision system; (b) a novice welder conducting immersive and intuitive robot-assisted welding 

with haptic guidance; (c) a professional welder performing remote-controlled robotic GMAW 

operation for comparison. 

 

 

A Phantom Omni haptic robot (SensAble Technologies Inc., USA) was utilized as the motion 

input device to remotely operate the welding robot in a manual welding manner. The MRVF 

system features VCMM from the user’s hand movements to the robot motions and enables 

spatial velocity-based control of the robot tool center point (TCP). The welder uses the stylus 

of the haptic robot with the same motion and manner as when performing manual welding. 

This approach enables intuitive and precise user control of the position and orientation of the 

UR5 end effector to achieve the desired travel speed, and travel/work angles as if the user was 

directly present. 

 

The operator space for the MRVF tele-welding consisted of an HTC Vive HMD and 27-inch 

monitor connected to a desktop with an i7-8700k CPU, 32 GB RAM, and a GeForce GTX 1080 

graphics processor. The immersive MRVF environment was generated in Unity 3D to display 

an integrated 3D visualization with overlaid monoscopic image streams and corresponding 

haptic feedback during the welding process. The ros-bridge provided a network intermediate, 

enabling the exchange of messages between nodes, and it was used to establish communication 

between the master and slave robot sides. 
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6.2.3 MRVF Visual/Haptic Workspace 

Digital twin technology was used to capture the physical UR5 robot pose during operation and 

allowed the welders to view the rotation status of each joint [159]. The combination of the 

virtual twin and onsite video streams in MR provided comprehensive real-time monitoring of 

the robot’s operating status. It also assisted in accurately and efficiently amending the welding 

motion based on data from the robot model. The scale ratio for the virtual UR5 robot was 1:5 

so the digital twin data and motions fit the user’s view in the MR welding workspace. 

 

Virtual fixtures (VFs) can be divided into guidance fixtures and prevention fixtures [160]. The 

proposed MRVF presented uses a combination of both to guide the users to efficiently navigate 

to the initial welding point and effectively prevent the torch tip from colliding with the 

workpiece. 

 

During the welding process, the electrode needs to contact the molten weld pool to ensure the 

filler metal can be transferred from the electrode to the work. However, contact between the 

torch tip and the workpiece must be prevented to avoid damage. In the MRVF tele-welding 

workspace (Figure 6.4(d)), a transparent prevention VF panel remains overlaid on the virtual 

workpiece with a 2D display of the actual welding process to minimize collisions of the torch 

tip manipulated by the user and the workpiece. 
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Figure 6.4: The visualization of tele-welding interaction modules used in the tele-welding 

experiments. (a) Typical 2D visual feedback for remote-controlled robotic welding where the 

user uses a monitor to observe the welding process, without the immersive HMD usage; (b) the 

virtual replica of the physical welding workpiece; (c) tele-welding MR platform without haptic 

effects including welding virtual workpiece, overlaid RGB stream, virtual welding torch, and 

the scaled digital twin of UR5; (d) the MRVF module involving hybrid guidance and 

prevention VFs. 

 

 

The welding experiments revealed it is relatively difficult to move the torch to the exact weld 

starting point for novice users, and this torch alignment process is often time-consuming and 

increases overall task completion time. In the MR workspace, a conical guidance fixture is 

installed with the tip aligned to the welding start point, as shown in Figure 6.4(d). The user 

simply moves the torch head to the wide end and then quickly moves the virtual torch tip to the 

cone tip position by following the resistance of the inner wall of the conical shape, and the 

actual torch is simultaneously driven to the intended welding start point. 
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Interaction between the haptic robot and the MR environment occurs at the haptic interface 

point (HIP), representing the corresponding position of the physical haptic probe of the master 

haptic. The force exerted on the haptic stylus is calculated by simulating a spring between the 

proxy and the HIP. The resistance force exerted by the haptic stylus to the user’s hand is 

proportional to the distance between the proxy point and the HIP. Figure 6.5 illustrates how 

haptic rendering and robot control are implemented using a master-controlled HIP and proxy-

controlled robot (MHPR) architecture. Considering the proxy point never violates the 

constraints imposed by the virtual fixtures, the welding robot will not collide with the 

workpiece, even though the operator overcomes the resistance force. This architecture forms a 

hard prevention fixture, allowing the user to maintain the desired contact tip-to-work distance 

(CTWD), preventing unwanted collisions and increasing the precision and stability of tele-

welding operations. 

 

Figure 6.5: Block diagram of the master-controlled HIP and proxy-controlled robot 

architecture. 

 

6.2.4. Welding Experiments 

6.2.4.1. Experimental Design 

Two experiments were conducted with novice and professional welders. Experiment 1 (the 

onsite welding experiment) investigated the motion difference between the expert and unskilled 
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welders and extracted the expertise and skills of professional welders to optimize the robot-

assisted welding platform. The experimental results further served as the “ground truth” for the 

development of MRVF robot-assisted welding platforms when facilitating novice welders with 

better weld control by incorporating MR and VF. Experiment 2 (the tele-welding experiment) 

was carried out to verify the effect of MR-integrated visual and haptic cues on the tele-welding 

performance of unskilled welders. The study was focused on novice participants to assess 

improvements and quality relative to professional on-site welding. Experiments were also 

conducted with professional welders to produce the criteria for the desired welding results. 

 

6.2.4.2 On-Site Welding Experiment 

Sixteen (16) student volunteers and four (4) technical staff members were recruited at the 

University of Canterbury (Christchurch, New Zealand). All participants were right-handed. 

The 16 students were unskilled welders who self-rated as having no prior experience, and the 

4 technical staff members were very experienced welders who perform welding regularly and 

train undergraduates with no welding experience. Due to the relatively small number of 

professional welders, each professional welder was asked to weld multiple times to produce a 

comparable sample size. 

 

Prior to the welding experiments, the workshop technician provided the novice subjects with 

the same standardized welding face-to-face instructions on the manual GMAW process, 

including the use of the welding torch, melting conditions, and the desired molten weld pool 

status for quality welding results. To observe the workshop safety precautions, the professional 

welders and experimenters remained close onsite and supervised the novice welders throughout 
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the experiment. The novice welding results are, thus, safe and the best-case results for this 

cohort. 

 

The welding experiments were conducted using a single-phase welding GMAW machine. A 

steel workpiece plate was placed in a horizontal position on the welding table for typical flat 

welding. The dimensions of the plates were 150 �� ×  100 �� ×  10 ��. The centerline 

line of the workpiece was set as the intended welding trajectory. Each professional welder was 

required to perform onsite flat welding four times for GMAW operation expertise and skill 

extraction. Each novice welder performed once for motion data collection and analysis. The 

corresponding hand movements and welding results were used to assess the absolute and 

relative welding performance, distinguishing the gap between experts and novices. 

 

6.2.4.3. Tele-Welding Experiment 

A 3 × 1 within-participants experiment was designed to validate whether the designed MRVF 

scheme facilitated novice welder control of a robotic tele-welding platform to achieve quality 

welding results and to assess the user experience. The null hypothesis (H0) of the repeated-

measures ANOVA was that the baseline, MRnoVF, and MRVF tele-welding paradigms are 

equally effective in welding quality and welder experience for novices, in terms of 

effectiveness, intuitiveness, and learnability, using the VCMM imitation-based motion 

mapping approach as the basis for teleoperation. 

 

In this work, three visualization modules in the tele-welding HRI platform, shown in Figure 

6.4, were tested to validate the effectiveness of the proposed MRVF tele-welding paradigm. In 
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particular, to show the differences between the 2D baseline, MR, and MRVF settings for 

remote tele-welding. Specifically, the three modules are defined: 

 

 Baseline: Perform the tele-welding operation with a non-immersive display using 

monoscopic streams (Figure 6.4(a)). The display screen was a standard 27-inch PC 

monitor. The 2D visualization was transmitted from the monoscopic camera mounted 

on the welding robot. The welder manipulated the master haptic robot for the welding 

robot control without haptic effects. The non-immersive 2D display was used as the 

baseline condition, as it is commonly used for visual feedback in typical remote-

controlled welding systems. 

 MRnoVF: Conduct the tele-welding task with immersive MR-HMD with overlaid 

monocular images on the top of the virtual workpiece (Figure 6.4(c)). The MRnoVF 

scheme is a limited version of the proposed MRVF module because it does not provide 

the participants with haptic cues to support hand maneuvering. The haptic device was 

deployed to command the UR5 arm for welding but provided no force feedback to the 

operator. 

 MRVF: MRVF incorporates combined planar prevention and conical guidance haptic 

cues in the immersive MR workspace (Figure 6.4 (d)). The user maneuvered the haptic 

device within the constraints provided by guidance and prevention VFs while welding 

with the remotely placed robot. The user inspected the real-time pose of the physical 

welding robot via the scaled virtual replica in the scene. 

 

The participants ran through all three experimental setups distinguished by increasing levels of 

visual and haptic HRI modalities. First, each participant read the instructions and completed a 

pre-task questionnaire recording age, gender, and familiarity with welding, robotics, and MR 
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experience. The objective of each trial was then explained. Each subject was given the same 

introduction that demonstrated the proposed intuitive tele-welding platform with the 

visual/haptic feedback modules they were going to use before testing, ensuring standardized, 

consistent training for all subjects. After a demonstration, the participants were given 2 min to 

experience the MR-enhanced telerobotic welding system to familiarize themselves with the 

haptic robot, MR imagery, and robotic welding platform. 

 

The MR-HMD and haptic stylus were fitted on each participant at the user site. When the 

subject sent verbal confirmation, the MR welding workspace appeared as intended, and they 

started completing the teleoperated robotic welding tasks as required. Each participant 

completed the typical horizontal flat welding task under each experimental condition (2D 

baseline, MRnoVF, MRVF). The condition sequence was randomized to mitigate learning and 

fatigue effects. After completing each experimental task using one control-feedback condition, 

the participants filled out a questionnaire about the HRI module to directly compare the three 

conditions. 

 

The participants were given unbounded time to complete the welding tasks but were instructed 

to navigate the torch from a given pose to the desired welding starting pose as effectively as 

they could. The alignment time participants spent to position the torch tip significantly 

influences the overall tele-welding completion time compared to the welding itself. Thus, 

alignment times were measured to evaluate improvement in participant work efficiency with 

each condition as the VFs aid this process in particular. The number of accidental collisions 

between the torch tip and the metal was recorded as a performance metric. User effort and 

workload during teleoperation experiments were evaluated by the NASA task load index 

(NASA-TLX) score at the end of each task, assessing the qualitative mental demand, physical 
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demand, time demand, performance, effort, and frustration (score range of 1–100, from the 

least to the most demanding) [158]. User acceptance and system usability, including usefulness 

and ease-of-use, was assessed by a questionnaire based on the technology acceptance model 

(TAM) measuring acceptance and ease-of-use (score range of 0–7, from worst to best) [150], 

[161]. 

 

A one-way within-participants ANOVA with repeated measures analyzed the statistical 

differences among the means of all measurements [162]. Bonferroni correction indicated which 

mean values were significantly different and was used in this analysis when the ANOVA test 

showed a significant main effect of the experiment condition [163]. The Greenhouse–Geisser 

correction was applied to assess the difference in the welder reports of the baseline, MRnoVF, 

and MRVF modules as within-subject variables [52]. 

 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1 Onsite Welding Results 

The experiment identified the difference between the welding motion trajectories of the skilled 

and unskilled welders to assist unskilled welders in achieving better control of the weld in 

telerobotic welding operations. Figure 6.6 shows the welding results of the skilled and 

unskilled welders; the expert welds exhibited consistent uniformity, with a smooth weld surface 

and even thickness across the weld axis. The results of the unskilled welders were 

heterogeneous, abrupt, variable, and uneven in thickness and direction. Analysis of the tracked 

torch motion data was performed to determine the causes of these discrepancies. 
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Figure 6.6: Manual welding results of a professional (above) and unskilled welder (below). 

 

Figure 6.7 compares the motions and velocities between the professional and unskilled welders, 

showing that the unskilled welders had difficulty stabilizing the torch hand movement in the X 

and Z directions. Figure 6.7 (b) shows that both the professional and novice welders could 

manipulate the torch smoothly in the target direction, Y. Significantly aggressive hand 

velocities were observed in the X and Z directions, which indicates that the unskilled welders 

could adjust the motion velocity in the welding direction according to the real-time weld pool 

status just as the professional welders did, but they had more velocity and motion due to 

instability. The motion analysis for the hand motion differences was summarized by variance 

and root mean square error (RMSE) and are shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.8, in which the 

overall results match those in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7: Sample welding motion of skilled and novice welders. Direct comparison of (a) 

back and forth movement perpendicular to the direction of welding movement (X); (b) 

movement in the direction of welding movement (Y); (c) up and down movement 

perpendicular to the direction of welding movement (Z). (d-f) show the associated (X, Y, Z) 

velocities. 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.1: Mean statistic results for objective movement measures for each direction. 

 

 X-Direction Z-Direction Y-Direction 

Measured Groups Variance RMSE Variance RMSE Mean Velocity in Y 

Skilled Welder 0.26 0.58 0.57 0.90 3.07 

Novice Welder 0.96 1.17 1.40 1.27 3.17 
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                                (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 6.8: Boxplots of quantitative measures in the X and Z directions for variance (a) and 

RMSE (b) of the users’ torch hand motions for both professional and unskilled welders in the 

onsite welding experiment. 

 

6.3.2 Tele-Welding Results 

Overall, all the subjects completed the tele-welding experiments under the three conditions. In 

the post-experiment questionnaire, the baseline case was rated as the most difficult welding 

task condition by the majority of participants. Most subjects commented that the MRVF VFs 

supported their suspended torch hands and reduced fatigue during the robotic welding process. 

Figure 6.9 presents a comparison between the sample welding results of the expert and novice 

welders for the MRVF-integrated visual/haptic scheme, which reduced undesirable deviations 

of the unskilled welder. The welding results show the gap between the unskilled and 

professional welders was significantly reduced, and the MRVF condition was intuitive enough 

to enable experienced welders to quickly transfer their skills from onsite welding to remote 

tasks. 
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Figure 6.9: Results of the MR-integrated visual/haptic tele-welding system from a 

professional welder (above) and unskilled welder (below). 

 

 

Statistical analysis results that compared the MR-enhanced visual/haptic tele-welding 

frameworks for HRI paradigms to the baseline and MRnoVF cases are given in Tables 6.2 and 

6.3. Table 6.2 lists the mean scores and standard deviations of all measurements and ratings 

for all participants under each condition. Table 6.3 lists the p-values and statistical significance 

of the three modules using one-way ANOVA. The results indicate significant differences 

between the three visual/haptic integration levels in tele-welding tasks. 
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Table 6.2: Mean values and standard deviations of all objective and subjective 
measurements. 

 Baseline MRnoVF MRVF 

Measure Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev 

Time 46.72 8.75 42.32 11.40 18.60 5.37 

Collisions 0.50 0.73 0.25 0.45 0.00 0.00 

Mental Demand 80.31 9.41 75.31 10.08 45.00 15.71 

Physical Demand 77.94 16.02 74.44 10.58 32.25 13.87 

Temporal Demand 78.00 15.56 73.44 13.15 66.81 11.36 

Performance 64.75 24.33 78.50 11.80 43.88 18.06 

Effort 78.94 14.36 63.56 19.43 34.38 10.78 

Frustration 92.81 5.47 69.94 12.92 38.31 11.46 

Average Workload 78.79 5.80 72.53 5.13 43.44 4.86 

Usefulness 2.25 0.78 2.69 1.08 4.19 1.42 

Ease of Use 2.63 1.03 3.13 0.96 5.50 0.82 

TAM 2.44 0.48 2.91 0.78 4.85 0.77 
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Table 6.3: Statistical p-values for all quantitative metrics, where B = baseline and 
MR = MRnoVF. 

 Post-Hoc Tests 

Measure 
Partial Eta 
Squared 

F p 
MRVF-

MR 
MRVF-B MR-B 

Time 0.76 
F (1.866, 27.995) = 

47.279 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.478 

Collisions 0.21 F (1.424, 21.353) = 4.091 0.043 0.123 0.046 0.783 

Mental Demand 0.75 
F (1.905, 28.580) = 

45.449 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.584 

Physical Demand 0.79 
F (1.972, 29.580) = 

57.679 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 1.000 

Temporal 

Demand 
0.15 F (1.486, 22.292) = 2.594 0.109 0.222 0.118 1.000 

Performance 0.49 
F (1.505, 22.581) = 

14.660 
<0.001 <0.001 0.061 0.046 

Effort 0.65 
F (1.590, 23.852) = 

27.782 
<0.001 0.001 <0.001 0.156 

Frustration 0.88 
F (1.703, 25.552) = 

112.067 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Overall Workload 0.94 
F (1.703, 25.552) = 

228.777 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.023 

Usefulness 0.44 
F (1.683, 25.241) = 

11.719 
<0.001 0.017 0.002 0.559 

Ease of Use 0.72 
F (1.641, 24.617) = 

38.829 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.684 

TAM 0.78 
F (1.916, 28.742) = 

54.141 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.180 
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6.3.2.1 Objective Measures 

The analysis rejected the null hypothesis (H0) that the MRVF visual/haptic HRI approach for 

intuitive tele-welding, the MRnoVF, and 2D baseline modules have identical effects on welder 

performance. In particular, the results show that the MRVF visual/haptic HRI approach 

significantly outperformed both the 2D baseline and MRnoVF HRI methods on the welding 

tasks for all pairwise comparisons. Guiding a welding robot using natural welding motion 

through MR with hybrid guidance/prevention VFs in the MR workspace improved remote 

welding performance and reduced novice, unskilled welder effort. 

 

As shown in Figure 6.10 (a), a one-way within-subjects ANOVA with repeated measures and 

a Greenhouse–Geisser correction indicated the time taken to position the torch to the desired 

welding pose was statistically significantly different—F (1.866, 27.995) = 47.279, p < 0.001, 

Partial = 0.76. The post-hoc test revealed the time to position the torch decreased significantly 

with the MRVF (M = 18.60) compared to the MRnoVF module (M = 42.32) and the baseline 

module (M = 46.72). Torch alignment times for the welding tasks using the MRVF-integrated 

visual and haptic tele-welding framework were reduced by 56% and 60% compared to the 

MRnoVF and baseline cases, respectively, indicating that the typical 2D tele-welding module 

and the MRnoVF case require additional time to achieve the same capabilities as the proposed 

MR-integrated visual/haptic HRI module. 

 

Statistical significance was also seen for the average number of collisions between the three 

HRI modules with F (1.424, 21.353) = 4.091, p < 0.05, Partial = 0.21. The pairwise 

comparisons indicated the mean collision numbers to complete the welding task were 

significantly reduced in the baseline (M = 0.50) compared to the MRnoVF module (M = 0.25) 

and the MRVF module (M = 0), as shown in Figure 6.10 (b). The statistical results demonstrate 
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that following through the cone-shaped guidance fixture provided by the MRVF can reduce 

the welding completion time by minimizing the time used for navigating the torch tip to the 

initial welding pose. In addition, the prevention VF greatly reduced the likelihood of a collision 

occurring. 

 

 

                                               (a)                                                  (b) 

Figure 6.10: (a) The amount of time participants spent aligning the torch tip across all 

conditions. The alignment time serves as a major component of task completion time. (b) The 

average number of collisions for each of the three conditions (Baseline, MRnoVF and MRVF) 

in the flat position tele-welding tasks. The prevention effect in MRVF eliminates all 

unintentional contact. 

 

6.3.2.2 Subjective Measures 

The NASA task load index (NASA-TLX) assessed the cognitive workload. On a scale of 0 to 

100, with 100 being the most difficult, the participants rated their qualitative experience of 

mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration after 

completing each task. Figure 6.11 shows all average NASA-TLX scores were lower for the 

MR-integrated visual and haptic HRI module (MRVF) compared to the baseline and MRnoVF 

cases. The MRVF visual-haptic mapping module significantly reduced the mental and physical 
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demands and efforts of participants. In particular, the mental workload was reduced from 

baseline (M = 80.31) compared to the MRnoVF module (M = 75.31) and the MRVF module 

(M = 45.00). The physical workload was reduced from baseline (M = 77.94) compared to the 

MRnoVF module (M = 74.44) and the MRVF module (M = 32.25). In addition, the average 

effort score in the NASA-TLX decreased significantly by 56% and 19% in comparison to the 

baseline and MRnoVF, respectively (F (1.590, 23.852) = 27.782, p < 0.001, Partial = 0.65), 

when the visual and haptic feedback were incorporated in the MRVF. 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Subjective NASA-TLX ratings of task workload across all conditions in the tele-

welding tasks. 

 

 

The technology acceptance model (TAM) evaluated the system functionality, usability, and 

user’s acceptance and perception of the three tele-welding modules. Each scale consisted of 

three items measured on a seven-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The 

MRVF visual/haptic HRI method (M = 4.19) was reported to be more acceptable than the 

MRnoVF module (M = 2.69) and baseline case (M = 2.25) in terms of perceived usefulness, as 

shown in Figure 6.12. The TAM results indicate there was an overall significant difference 

between the means of the users’ appeal with the three different HRI modules. The participants 
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found the MR-integrated visual/haptic tele-welding framework (MRVF) (M = 5.50) to be 

significantly easier to use compared to the 2D baseline (M = 2.63), and marginally easier to 

use than the MRnoVF module (M = 3.13). The subjective measures analysis proved the MRVF 

vision/force mapping approach for tele-welding outperformed the MRnoVF and 2D baseline 

modules in task workload and user perception. 

 

 

Figure 6.12: Subjective scores on system functionality, usability and user’s acceptance and 

perception of the three tele-welding modules. Higher scores represent more preferences in all 

cases. The MRVF design demonstrated improvements in perceived usefulness and perceived 

ease of use. 

 

6.3.3 Limitations 

The overall system experiment was conducted at short range. Thus, time lags were relatively 

very small. Research conducted in other studies indicated that lag between user motion and 

robot motion causes increasing errors [164], [165]. Ongoing work using Markov models and 

other forecasting methods can address this issue in future work, given the results in our proof-

of-concept system. 

 

The MRVF system presented relatively low-cost and readily available components, where 

faster or more precise systems could provide greater accuracy, potentially reducing the 
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improvements seen here. One purpose of this study was to use commercial off-the-shelf 

products to demonstrate the potential of a relatively low-cost system to achieve tele-welding. 

Hence, while performance can be improved with better components, it also raises the cost, for 

which economic feasibility is application-dependent. 

 

Subject numbers were limited in this study, and future work should replicate this effort with a 

larger study if feasible. However, the relatively low number of unskilled welders had consistent 

results. Thus, while greater numbers would more accurately quantify the gains to be obtained 

by an MRVF approach, the consistently large differences seen in both objective and subjective 

assessments indicate that the results should be replicable. This study aimed to enable 

inexperienced welders to perform quality remote welding tasks. Unskilled welders do not have 

frequent contact with the physical welding torch and are not reliant on its weight. It is feasible 

in future work to replace the handheld stylus on the haptic device with an actual welding torch 

or a 3D-printed torch model of the same weight to improve the professional welder’s 

experience. 

 

6.4 Summary 

This research was focused on immersive and intuitive human–robot interaction with visual and 

haptic cues, specifically focusing on the MRVF framework for tele-welding scenarios. The 

MRVF visual/haptic mapping framework provided the welders with an intuitive approach to 

control the movement of the complex robotic welding system in a manner similar to 

conventional handheld manual welding via using a single-point grounded haptic robot. The 

users felt they could access the physical welding scenario from the MR-based operator space, 

as indicated in the subjective assessments. The MRVF allowed the unskilled, novice welders 

to rest their suspended torch hands against the VF surface during the robotic welding process, 
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stabilizing the torch hand movements in the X and Z directions. With the integrated visual and 

haptic perception, the MRVF tele-welding scheme enabled the non-professional welders to 

achieve welding results in remote control tele-welding that were comparable to those of 

professional welders both remotely and on-site, reducing the dependence of remote welding on 

welder experience and specialized skills. The prevention haptic structure enabled in the MRVF 

module using VFs successfully eliminated collisions that can damage the robot and/or 

workpiece. The proposed MRVF visual/haptic framework for remote-controlled welding also 

enabled professional welders to retain a professional level of operation in the tele-welding 

process, indicating its intuitive ease of use. Overall, this approach improved the task 

performance of unskilled, novice welders, increased work efficiency, was intuitive and easy to 

use, and prevented unwanted collisions. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Work  

 

7.1 Conclusion  

The work presented in this thesis contributes to the mechatronic design and development of the 

inexpensive robotic platform for intuitive mobile manipulation. The development and 

evaluation of MR-enhanced natural and intuitive teleoperation in telemanipulation tasks were 

conducted and the implementation and validation of MRand virtual fixture integrated 

visual/haptic interaction in tele-welding scenarios were carried out. From the research 

presented, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

 

For the remote manipulation application, the integration of spatial motion and vision 

retargeting through MR subspace is applied in robotic teleoperation as an interface to enable 

novice users to remotely control the robotic arm-hand system for performing manipulation 

tasks in harsh, unstructured situations. Telemanipulation experiments found the MRS 

integrated scheme reduced aggregate task completion time reduced 48% compared to the 2D 

Baseline module and 29% compared to the MR SpaceMouse module. The MRS enhanced 3D 

mapping of motion and vision paradigm improved completion time for operators with minimal 

technical knowledge. Further, the learning time of the training tasks with the MRS scheme 

decreased by 53% and 36%, compared to the 2D Baseline and MR SpaceMouse approaches, 

indicating extra learning was required for the two typical HRI modules to reach the same 

competency as the proposed MRS imitation-based HRI module. Finally, and overall, the 
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overall system achieved the desired telemanipulation results for novice users and significantly 

reduced the physical and mental demand and frustration of participants, while offering higher 

user acceptance. 

 

The MR-integrated 3D/2D multi-view merging and mapping framework for immersive and 

intuitive telemanipulation of a complex mobile manipulator for non-skilled operators is 

presented. The use of MR subspace for the teleoperation of a mobile manipulator is a novel 

solution for 3D/2D vision and velocity-centric motion mapping. The work directly compares 

SV and PC enhanced 3D vision via MR for robot-assisted telemanipulation, specifically 

comparing MR-integrated 3D/2D vision and motion mapping teleoperation schemes against a 

conventional MR-2D method via three dexterous manipulation tasks. This study compared two 

MR-integrated 3D/2D vision and motion mapping schemes against a typical 2D Baseline visual 

display method through pick-and-place, assembly, and dexterous manufacturing tasks. The 

MR-integrated 3D/2D vision and motion mapping schemes of teleoperation reduced overall 

task completion times by 34% and 17%, compared to the MR-2D Baseline, while minimizing 

training effort and cognitive workload.  

 

 

For the welding application, an on-site welding experiment was designed to investigate the 

motion difference between the expert and unskilled welders, extracting the expertise and skills 

of professional welders to optimize the robotic tele-welding platform. Onsite welding and tele-

welding experiments identified the operational differences between professional and unskilled 

welders and demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed MRVF tele-welding framework 

for novice welders. With the integrated visual and haptic perception, the MRVF tele-welding 

scheme enabled the non-professional welders to achieve welding results in remote control tele-
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welding comparable to those of professional welders both remotely and on-site, reducing the 

dependence of remote welding on welder experience and specialized skills. The MRVF-

integrated visual/haptic tele-welding scheme reduced the torch alignment times by 56% and 

60% compared to the MRnoVF and baseline cases, with minimized cognitive workload and 

optimal usability. The MRVF scheme effectively stabilized welders’ hand movements and 

eliminated undesirable collisions while generating smooth welds.  

 

Overall, the proposed intuitive and immersive human-robotic interaction framework improved 

the task performance of unskilled users, increased work efficiency, was intuitive and easy to 

use, and improved the user's situational awareness, depth perception, and spatial cognition. The 

system is the first to be fully and quantifiably evaluated from both technical and human 

subjective interaction perspectives. Finally, the system, supporting methods, and models are 

fully generalisable to other tele-robotic applications, where the results presented on accuracy 

and usability could be expected to translate almost directly. 

 

7.2 Future Work  

The following recommendations are presented for the extension of the current work. They 

include two major aspects of improvements. The first part is regarding using the haptic effect 

to further improve the developed immersive teleoperation platform, while the second part is 

about using machine learning strategies to learn the operator’s behavior and predict their 

intention for the latency mitigation for long-distance scenarios and employing cloud computing 

to achieve better management of the developed telerobotic infrastructure. 

 

 Mixed Reality-Based Intuitive Teleoperation with Robotic haptic/tactile effect for 

telemanipulation. In the proposed telemanipulation schemes, the haptic effect on user 
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performance, system usability and collision avoidance was not investigated. Both 

haptic and tactile feedback has the potential to further improve the task performance 

and user's situational awareness  

 

 Mixed Reality-Based Intuitive Teleoperation with Robotic Force Assistance for 

Intelligent Robotic Welding. For intuitive tele-welding, the robotic assistance force 

given by the haptic master robot has the potential to stabilize the user’s hand. In this 

case, the user experiences resistance force given by the haptic master robot all the time 

when he/she manipulate the robot to drive the remote mobile manipulator for welding.  

 

 Latency Mitigation Using Applied HMMs for Virtual Teleoperated Welding System. 

Using machine learning to learn and predict human motion. Teleoperation enables the 

most productive utilization of scarce expertise. However, latency is a major issue in 

long-distance teleoperation. HMMs as a general-case latency mitigation protocol has 

the potential to deal with error inducing time-delays inherent in MR-based teleoperated 

welding systems  

 

 Cloud-based Intuitive Teleoperation platform. Building cloud architecture and moving 

the developed platform to the cloud. The integration of Cloud with the developed 

intuitive teleoperation platform ensures that better management can be conducted on 

the telerobotic infrastructure and application. 
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